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The tnesis entitled * Study of Yttrium and Tantalum 
Spectra in VUV region* comprises of the analysis of four differ-
ent spectra of Yttrium viz, Y V, VII, Vill, IX along with the 
sixth spectrum of tantalum (Ta VI)» Y V, VII, VIII, IX are iso-
eleetronic with Br, As, Ge and Ga respectively, while Ta VI is 
somewhat like £r« The analysis is based on the identification 
of about 429 new transitions yielding a consolidated list of 
124 energy levels in addition to those previously known* 
Chapter I of the thesis presents, an overview of the basic 
theory involved in the spectral analyses* It includes the 
Central-Field Theory, a brief account of Hartree-Fock formalism, 
definition of Slater integrals and a brief description of the 
adoptations Cowan introduced in the practical computations. 
Moreover Edlen*s treatment of spectral regularities as encountered 
in Rydberg series and isoelectronic sequences is described at 
I 
soiae length* 
Chapter II contains a relevant description of the experi-
mental aspects involved in the work as for recording of spectro-
grams (at Lund University, Sweden), measurement and establishmeni 
of the line-list and separation of the different ionisation 
stages present on the spectrograms* 
Br I-like spectra are reviewed in Chapter III before enter-
ing into the description of identifications in Y V. The 4d-4f 
9 
and 4ci-5p txansitlons are analysed to deterraine all the 30 levels 
4 
of 4p 4f, the 21 levels of 5p configurations, v/ith the addition 
of seven levels of 4d and three of 5d, that were not known 
before. Isoelectronic plots of these levels of this sequence 
are also included* 
As I~like spectra are described in Chapter IV(a) and Ge I 
like in Chapter lV(b)» The seven unknown levels of the 4p 4d 
configuration of Y VIl and f.>o x have been detercdned, and three 
previously reported level values of Y VII are improved upon. 
3 
Eight new levels of 4s4p of Y VIIl are added to the only two 
previously known levels of this configuration. This completes 
the structural knowledge of the four lower configurations of 
2 2 3 2 Y VIII» namely 4s 4p , 4s4p , 4s 4p4d —-~ whose isoelectronic 
2 plots are also given -—— and 4s 4p5s. 
Starting with a brief review of Ga 1-like spectra of idther-
to almost unknown spectrum of Y IX is described in Chapter V. 
The one->electron part of this spectrum has been successfully 
2 
probed to deterc.ine levels of the configurations 4s 4p (ground, 
confirming Curtis et al ), 4d, 4f, 58 (confirming Keader et al), 
5p, 5d, 5f, 3g, 6s, 6p and 6h. The internally excited configura-
2 3 tions 4»4p and 4p of Y IX have been also investigated througri 
2 2 3 transitions 4s 4p - 4s4p - 4p , with the help of Cowan's com-
2 
putations and isoelectronic comparison of 484p levels with our 
laboratory! unpublished data on Zr X - Mo XII* 
3 
Ta VI is described in Chapter VI. Transitions 4f^^6d-7p 
are analysed to deterraine 12 levels of 7p. SOKM additional 
6s-6p and 6p-6d transitiona axe also identified. Energy level 
diagram for 7p is given. 
The Yttrium spectrum is reproduced in the Appendix! pro-
minent lines of Y V» VII, VIII and IX are marked along with 
some reference lines of oxygen and carbon. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The programme of researcht on the spectral analysis of 
multiply ionized atoms» started at Aligarh in November 1969» 
when Chaghtai joined the Physics Department of the Aligarh 
Muslin Universityt Aligarh, U«P« (India). By that time, he 
had reported analyses of resonance transitions for nine spectra 
of Zr» Nb and Mo* that are isoelectronic with i^r I, Br I and 
Se I — five of them for the first time. That work was carried 
out with the help of spectrograms recorded in ursay and the 
theoretical computation of B*D« Cowan (Los Alamos, U.b.A.). 
Very little help was available from the isoelectronic 
data at that time, particularly in case of 4d configurations. 
The work of Chaghtai was, therefore, subject to further confir-
mation. It was soon repeated by Hkberg et al. at Lund university 
(Sweden) to the extent of Kr I and Br I-sequences• Almost all 
the 4p-5s identifications were confirmed while 4d-5p were 
partially confirmed and the others revised. 
The continuation of this work on resonance transitions 
was assured at Aligarh through recordings that Chaghtai brought 
from Lund in the collaboration of J.u. Ekberg, and then supple-
mented through his subsequent visits to Sweden in 1973 and 78. 
This permitted extensive analyses of Y, ZT, Nb and -o spectra 
isoelectronic with neutral atoms of Kr, Br, be. As, Ge and Ga 
by Z. All, K. Rahimullah, S. Khatoon and others with the 
2 
collaboration of Chaghtai* 
All these analyses, used the plates recorded at grazing 
incidence (50<?^<430 A) and paved the way for further work. 
The next stage was^ therefore» crossed into by ^.A* Khan* who 
handled the normal incidence recordings of zirconium spectrum 
(260-2530 A)t again in Lund Univer.°ity» to analyse a number of 
spectra* viz* Zx III-X* A* Mushtaq and g* Shujauddin analysed 
a number of Niobium spectra for transitions between the excited 
configurations* This included Nb IIi-J.X, out of which Nb VII 
is still unpublished. A* Tauheed has handed during the last 
few years Molybdenum spectra* MO V-VIII in a similar manner* 
In this thesis, I am submitting my analyses of the Yttrium 
spectra, Y V.^ IX along with Ta VI. 
3 
The problem of analysing a on»->0lactxon spectrum Is quite 
simple* In absence of interaction from internally excited ones, 
levels can be extrapolated along smooth Hydberg series and the 
average energies* £^, for the unique configuration terms as 
well as the splittings due to spin-orbit interaction, represent-
ed t^y^nl* ^^^ ^^ calculated and extrapolated by the use of 
simple and well-known spectroscopic relations (Edlen 1964). If 
the atom has two or more electrons in sub-shells that are incoio*> 
plete» the situation becomes complicated, and advanced theoreti-
cal computations become a pre-requisite to any spectral 
analysis• 
General Formalism 
All theoretical predictions are based on time-independent 
schrddinger equation 
(H - E) u(r,©,^) « 0- — — cO 
where E is energy, H the hamiltonian operator end u the wave-
function* 
The atomic structure calculations arc based on the quantum 
mechanics of a single particle moving in a central force field 
(Slater 1960)* In this theory, each electron moves in a central 
or spherically symmetrical field produced by the nucleus and 
4 
the electrons around it* Hartree (1928) in his *self-oconsi8tent 
field method* modified central field problem for the pretence of 
extra nuclear electrons* In his method, a wave-function is set 
as a product of all the one electron wave<-functions involved, 
which is synaaetric and therefore does not include Pauli*s ex-
clusion principle; Hartree equation* neglect the spin-orbit 
interaction also. The theory was improved further by I-oclc (1930) 
who introduced anti-synaaetric wave-functions to formulate the 
*Hartree-Fock* method (Slater 1960, Ch. 17) in which a determina-
ntal function or a linear combination of determinantal functions 
could be used to satisfy the condition of anti-sytametrization. 
This method gives accurate results for light atoms, but a rela-
tivistic correction is necessary for heavy ones. 
The integro-differential equations involved in Hartree-Fock 
method are divided into smaller manageable integrals known as 
k k k 
*Slater parameters* F , G •'^ ,^ x *"*** ^ ' ^^* one-electron integ-
ral, for the Centre of Energy of the configuration nl, is given 
by 
I(nl) - f Ui* (- V ^ - •^) Ui dv 
- f t ^'*' *<^^ * <^> - « " <i "siJ -^  
(2) 
This is called E^^. 
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Th« integrals F*', G*^ , -t^ ^^ ^ giv« the term structure of a 
single configuration. The intra-configuration interactions can 
k k 
be introduced through H integrals. Within a configuration, F 
represents that part of the electrostatic energy v^ hich depends 
on the orientation of the 1 vectors and is responsible for the 
If 
separation of terms Vtrith different L-values in LS-coupling. G 
are the exchange integrals that give energies due to the ex-
change forces which depend on the spin orientations. They caus< 
the splitting of terms with equal L but different total spin 5. 
^ n l ^^ ^^^ magnetic spin-orbit interaction pararaeter which 
gives the fine-structure splitting (Edlen 1964 p 99). The 
integral 
R" 
gives the 2-electron energy contribution where a and b are co-
efficients defined by Slater. 
For equivalent electrons equation (3) gives the electro-
static (CouloDib) part of energy in terms of the symmetric 
Integralst 
F^n^i^l njlj) « R" (ijfij) 
Sh^^2>^^ ^14 ^^1^2 - (^^  
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For non-equivalent electronst antisymmetric exchange 
integrals are obtained as 
G^ 'Cn^ l^ i n^l^) « R^CiJi ji) 
o 0 ^i^i ^ ^J^J ^ ^j^j ^ 
\^i^''2> J ^ '^l 'i ^ '1 ^ ^2 — <») 
in the general case of Intra-configuration interactions» 
howevert no simplification of equation (3) is possible. 
The index k ranges frois the smallest to the largest value 
I, 
of the vector sum of Is concerned! it is always even in F and 
k k 
may be even or odd in G » but the index of all G has to be 
odd or even for a configuration or a set of configurations as the 
case may be* No such restriction applies to a (with irreduci-
ble 4 indices ij;rt)« G parameters vanish in case of equivalent 
electrons. 
Splitting of a multiplet into levels corresponding to 
different J values is calculated with the help of ^^^ ^^' indi-
vidual electrons involved (Schiff 19&5) where 
'^n,l^-^\/i^l<^>i^ t^ ^^  ^'^^ 
tS ...MM. A-'^^ • ^' • "1 " • • « • • • ( 6 ) 
7 
Intervals obtained under different coupling schemes will 
naturally ba different from each other* 
Cowan ivodificationa 
The solution of HF equations gives the best wave function 
k k k for evaluating integrals Ft G » R and E^^p but the process is 
very complicated* Cowan (1967, 68, 61) therefore, simplified 
the process by taking up the original Hartree scheme and sub-
tracting the CouloBib self-interaction that occurs in Hartree-
Fock method and dominates exchange term at large r* In the 
remaining portion of the Hartree-Fock exchange terms, he repla-
ced the Hartree-Fock-Slater potential by the classical potential 
energy for the density 7-3 for electrons other than the one in 
qu<^stion, i«e* i, with the help of the variation principle as 
used in Thomas-Fermi-Dirae theory of the atom* This method he 
named 'Hartree-plus Statistical Exchange (HX) scheme** 
Cowan found a systematic departure on comparing his calcu-
lations with experimental values* This was reduced to scnte 
extend by applying relativistic and correlation corrections* The 
remaining disagreement was minimised by scaling the calculated 
energy parameters so as to fit the experimental values* In 
order to c'o that, theoretical parameters are first calculated 
for a reliably well known spectrum* These parameters are then 
evaluated from the experimental data* Hatios between individual 
parameters of these t^ vo sets are used to scale the theoretical 
k k parameters for analogous unknown spactra* F and Q parameters 
8 
ar« usually multipliad by 0.85t while '^ |^^  i« scaled dovm by 
Tha output columns of the Cowan programme give the initial 
and final energy levels involved in the transitions calculatedf 
the J values of these levels» the wave«>nuciber and wave-length 
o 
(A) of every transitiont the oscillator strength of the transi-
2 
tion in terms of s-vector» s t the weighted gf-factor and the 
weighted Einstein*s coefficient gA« 
Isoelectronic Sequences 
A series consisting of elements and ions having the same 
number of electrons is termed as 'Isoelectronic Sequence** A 
neutral atom will normally be the first member of the series, 
which is named after it* For example, Br I-sequence consists 
of the neutral Br atom, once ionized Kr, twice ionised Hb etc. 
The spectral number that appears after the symbol of the element 
e.g. V in Nb V gives the net charge of the core i.e. ~S » Z-(N-1)» 
Z being the atomic number and N the number of total extra 
nuclear electrons. 
For the members of an isoelectronic sequence, Z differs, 
but N remains constant. Their energy structure and transitions 
are, therefore, expected to be similar. This property is use-
fully exploited in the analysis of new spectra and comparing the 
results. In fact, lines corresponding to same transitions in 
isoelectronic spectra can be picked up by their characteristic 
Intensities and intervals on photographic plates. 
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T«xm valu«s T-)4 for the above-mentioned transitions when 
plotted against Z give approximate trends (vnhlte 1934 Ch. 17) 
with/steep rise* In order to make useful comparisons Edlen 
(1964 Ch, 4) plotted "^^iJ^ against Z to begin with. Transi-
tions and level values could thus be compared on sensitive 
scales. The lonisatlon potential (To) '^^ almost never known 
with the same accuracy as the energy levels. Loss In accuracy 
Is avoided, therefore* If T^^i ^* replaced by the experimental 
energy level E^w (•> T^ -> T,)M)f measured from the around level. 
As against the steep upv^ ard trends of &—'Z plots, ^ n / ^ vs 
~9(or Z) curves slope downwards. They are made horizontal for 
higher members of the sequence by adding a suitable constant c 
to-5. 
M T^ is the term value of the ground level, E^ j^^j Is the 
difference between two terms; thus it behaves as a transition 
given by T^^ - T2* If the energy level E^ j^i^j belongs to the 
ground shell, n remains same for T^ and I^^AI bence li , remain-
ing the same, cancels out from £,)M> which will then consist of 
k k 
the differences of F , G etc. parameters only. These para-
meters depend on ZCor'S) linearly, hence if the spin-orbit 
interaction given by '^^^ does not dominate, E^ j^ j values will 
also depend on Z linearly and behave like single terms T i4, 
for higher members of the sequence. 
If we are dealing with a configuration that Is not included 
in the ground shell (n different), isoelectronic plots turn 
10 
upward for higher mejabars of the sequence Invariably due to 
non-linear behaviour of E^^* This trend has been suppressed 
considerably by hdlen who subetracted from ^nlj a hydrogenic 
tern 
Gil • az^ (-j^ - - ^ ) (&) 
n, 
2-.2 » , ^J2.2 
or ^H - az^ (-|- • -H^) [if ^^^ ^ ^ • r^^ * ^ 4 ^ 
n* n2 ^ ^ '^  ^ 
nj nj^  
plotting (-^"^  - 5 ^ ) vs z gives slightly better results• 
A sexies of lines vvhose intensities arct mutual separations 
decrease tii-ore or less regularly towards the shorter wave-lengths 
causing convergence to a definite liait» is known as Hydberg 
series* clergy levels involved in the series have ail the 
quantum numbers saiae except n that varies* ^^e can write the 
term value of an energy level as 
2 2 
^B^fnTTTT" • ^ ••• ••• ••• ••• (^^^  
where n *• n * c9^  and Sf^ ^ * called quantum defect* In case of 
a 8ingle->electron system^ there are (2n-l) levels for each value 
of n and every level will have a different quantum defect S^^» 
thus 
11 
2 
Tna • ^ c ^ » a « 1,2 .... 2n-l (11) 
Replacing the index nra by i» 
I" m I '"f! W ••• ••• ••• •••(12) 
^ (n- ^ ^ 
Once the limit T^ is estimated, the effective quantum 
number n* and the quantum defect d ^ c^n be calculated* 
The Ritz formula can be derived from equation (10) as 
5 4 « « a + bt4 ••• ••• ••• (13) 
for o ^ ^ ' n ^ - n i ••• ••• •••(14) 
and the reduced term, introduced by Edlen to reduce the fast 
convergence of the Ritz series, 
• "•2 i 
tj • (n^) « •" w ••• ••• •••(15) 
The 2-term Ritz formula is entirely sufficient to repre-
sent serle!^  Involving larger ^ valuesf higher terms in t can be 
included, however, for better accuracy in case of smaller £• 
Series limit is calculated froa the smooth portion of K vs 
(n ) curves, using re-iteration method. 
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£XPBHXf>t£NTAL DETAILS 
Th« spectra analyseoi in the present work were recorded at 
the Lund University's 3-mnormal incidence spectrograph in 1978. 
A gold coated grating, illuminated by an open spark source 
operating at about 40 kV» was employed to record the yttrium 
—5 
spectrumt the pressure in the spectrograph being about 10 torr» 
The spark circuit included the fixed capacitance of order u«5^Ff 
additional inductance of 0 to 10 copper turns, each contributing 
a few IDH, was introduced into it to vary the excitation condi-
tions* A number of exposures were given, with different 
exposure times, to optimise line intensities. 
The spectrum came out to be very strong at short wave-
lengths 256 <A< 900 A, but the grating efficiency declined 
thereafter, so that the second plate placed to receive wave-
lengths 950 <>< 1650 % exhibited higher spectral orders 
predominantly ' only a few lines were observed in the first 
order unblended. A number of over-exposed oxygen lines appeared 
as impurity on the spectrogramsf they helped in identification 
of the previously reported Y lines used as references in 
establishing the line-list, we measured the plates on an Abbe 
Comparator and calculated wave-lengths on the IB/s.v-1130 Computer 
of the university, using the formula 
A(x) » A+Bx + Cx^ + Dx^ , 
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Where A {x) is the wave-length of line at position x and A* B» 
C» L are constants* They axe evaluated for each spectrogram 
by identifying four almost equally spaced reference lines so 
o 
as to cover the whole spectral region. The plate factor 2.77 A 
per mm remained almost constant* we expect our reported wave-
lengths to be accurate to at least 0*01 A* 
As mentioned above^a variable inductor was introduced in 
the spark circuit to vary the excitation conditions. This 
affects different ionisation stages differentially anu» there-
foret helps in separating out lines belonging to different 
ionisations* Increase in inductance reduces the discharge 
current to favour lower ionisation stages at the expense of 
higher ones* A careful study of the variation of line intensi-
ties with inductance in the discharge circuit* led us to con-
clude that lines of Y IV - Y IX are present on cur spectrograms, 
though Y IX spectrum has appeared weak* Y IV lines are markedly 
enhanced at 10 turns, while the intensity of Y V lines remains 
almost constant throughout for comparable exposure time* >.ith 
increasing inductance« Y VI lines decline a little and those 
of Y VII markedly; lines of Y VXII do not appear on 10 turns 
while of Y IX appear only with no additional inductance in the 
circuit* Help was also taken, in the ion separation work, 
from the previous identifications in Yttrium spectra* 
Tantalum spectrum was also recorded at the Luno University, 
Sweden, on the 3m normal incidence spectrograph, employing an 
15 
aluminium coated grating. It was excited in a sliding spark 
source under about 6 kV, with alumina spacer. Efficiency of 
the grating declined for wave-lengths shorter than 6ua A. 
o 
However* a line-list was prepared for the region 45U - 2450 A. 
The well-known technique of introducing a variable extra 
inductance into the discharge circuit was used with benefit to 
vary the excitation condition cf the spectrum and hence isolate 
the T« VI lines from those of other Ta spectra present on the 
plate* 
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CHAPTEH XII 
SPECTrttM ut- mUR TXtAES lUxISuD YTTRIUM (Y V) 
2 5 Ground configuration At 4p 
ft«vi»w of the fquenct 
Y V belongs to the sequence of Br I having 35 electrons. 
The spectrum of Br I was first analysed by Turner (1926) follow-
ed by Keiss and de Bruin (1930) as described in AhL, vol 2 
(Moore» 1952)* k^ ave^ -lengths and intensities of this spectrum 
were thoroughly measured by Tech and Corliss (1961) from 2000 
to 13000 A» followed by a detailed spectral analysis carried 
out by Tech (1963) covering 1067 - 24100 %; Humphreys et al 
(1971) extended it to 4 ;uun region. 
The old work on Kr II by de Bruin et al (1933) and Boyce 
(1935) described in A£L» was revised and extended in detail from 
400 % to 2700 % by Minjhagen et al (1969). A study of the 
absorption spectrum (Codling and Madden 1972) and interferoroetric 
observations (Humphreys and Paul 1970) have been supplemented 
to it. Since then» Read et al (1976) have studied Kr IX by 
electron impact and Irwin et al (1976) under beam spectroscopy. 
A preliminary analyses of Rb III and br IV were reported 
by Tomboulian (1938) in the spectral regions 462 « 615 % and 
o 
367 - 711 A respectively. Header and Epstein (1972) analysed 
Rb III in 400 - 820 X and 2300 - 3600 % regions simultaneously 
17 
with Hansen •! al (1972) in 370 - 3500 %» Hansen and Persson 
(1976) and Persson (1978) have also studied Sr IV extensively 
from 271 to 251 % and from 6500 to 500 %• 
After the first analysis of Y V as reported by Paul and 
Hense (AEL» Vol 2) was proved wrong by Edlen (1964) through 
isoelectronic comparison of the ground intervals. Header and 
Epstein (1970) verified Edlen*s predicted interval first by 
reporting the resonance lines 4s-4p of this spectrum and then by 
analysing the transitions 4p-4d»5t in the region 289 - 631 % 
two years later (1972)* Transitions from 5d« 6d, 6s and Ts 
configurations to the ground levels were identified in our 
laboratory by Zahid Ali et al (1975). Of these, knowledge of 
only 5« and 6t had been complete. 
The 4p->5«, 4d resonance transitions of Zr VI, first studied 
by Paul and Hense (1939) were revised by Chaghtai (1969, 70) 
followed by Ekberg et al (1972). All the 5s and nineteen 4d 
levels were thus established in addition to the ground levels. 
Chaghtai et al (1974) extended this work to higher excited 
configurations 5d, 6d and 6s, 7s| they could, of course, not 
touch the J >y 7/2 levels of nd because they do not combine 
radiatively with the ground levels. Khan et al (1981) subse-
quently studied transitions between low lying excited configura-
tions and established the remaining 9 levels of 4d and 3 of 
7s in addition to all the 21 levels of 5p. 
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The spectra of Nb VII and i*.o VIII wera first studied by 
Charles (1950) covering 4p'' — — — 4p 4d, 5a transitions along-
with the two 4a^4p^ — 4a4p strong resonance lines. This work 
was revised by Chaghtai (1969t 70) followed by Ekberg et al 
(1972). The higher excited configurations 5d» 6d and 6s» 7s of 
these spectra were studied by Chaghtai et al (1975) again 
based on resonance transitions, Shujauddin and Mushtaq (1982 
unpublished) recently extended the analysis of Nb VII to 
transitions between excited configurations ns -• n*p (n » 5-7» 
n* «" 5)» n»p — n"d (n* • 4-6) and n»«d - 4f, while Tauheed 
4 
has taken up the Mo VIII transitions connecting 4p 5p with 
4 
4p 4d» 5d, 5s and 6s configurations (1985, unpublished). 
In the present work* transitions 4d - 5p, 4f have been 
investigated in Y V. 
Level structure 
Y V being isoelectronic with Br I gives rise to an inverted 
2 
doublet P3/2 x/2 ** ^^' ground term, Atost of the excited 
configurations are formed by raising one electron from the 
4p subshell to a higher orbital with a common configuration 
04 f% O 
4s 4p I the internally excited 4s4p ^1/2 ^®vel is an excep> 
tion and comes next to the ground term in order of increasing 
energy. 
Term structure of the configurations involved in the 
present analysis is given below. 
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(a) 40^ 5^0 
The term structure of &p configurations» each consisting 
of 21 levels and obeying L5-coupllng to a better degree than 
other schemes is 
4«^ 4p^ (^ P) 5p 
(^ D) 5p 
(^ S) 5p 
(DPS) •(DPS) 
'(fDP) 
The 28 levels of an nd configuration constitute the follow-
ing terms 
4s^4p^ (^ P) nd 
(^ D) nd 
(^ S) nd 
where n » 4,9 
(^FDP) (i-DP) 
^(GFDPS) 
2D 
(c) £t^iEl41 
The 30 levels of 
following terras 
48^4?^ (^ P) 4f 
(^ D) 4f 
4f configuration are made up of the 
XGFD) (GFD) 
•(HGFDP) 
(^ S) 4f ^ 
20 
The analysis b«gan with the 4d - At transitions that lie 
entirely In our region of study. Experimental data exist. In 
the Isoelectronlc sequence, on the 4f levels of Br I reported 
by Tech (1963), Kr II by Mlnnhagen et al (1969), Sr IV by 
Persson (1978), Zr VI by Khan et al (1981) and Mb VII by 
Shujauddln and Mushtaq (1982 unpublished). Thus the Y V level 
values could be closely estimated by Interpolation! observed 
levels are found to agree with these predictions. Care has 
also been taken to compare the wave-length and intensity of 
Identified lines Isoelectronlcally. 
The levels 4d4f (T)) HQ/O ii/o *^® ^^^ known in the 
sequence except In Sr IV. These have been established In Y V 
on a similar pattern of line intensities and position as in 
Sr IV. 
The 4p ( P) 4f ^FQ/« level appears to be slightly 
upwards by the 4s4p^ (^ P) 4d ^FQ/^ level, while the 4p'*(*^ P)4f 
9 2 *'^^^-^ pvti£9 J.U 0« xxgni;x pushed 
.^  4r^  
9/2 
2 
Gn/2 Is found slightly depressed from the expected position. 
4 
In the course of this analysis, the seven 4p 4d levels of 
Y V, that were not known before, could also be found out. The 
set of 4d levels was then used to dt»termina 5p levels (Table 3.1). 
The 4d - &p transitions lie at comparatively longer wave-
lengths (Table 3.2) and are nut as strong as 4d - 4f. The 5p 
levels of Rb III have been reported by Header and Epstein (1972) 
21 
at w«ll as by Hansen at al (1972)» while those of Sr IV by 
Hansen and Persson (1976}. Zx VI values are from Khan et al 
(1981)« In plotting Fig. 3.1 for 5p levels unpublished data 
on Nb VII and Mo VIII has been used from our laboratory as 
mentioned above. The 4f energy levels of Y V are plotted in 
Fig. 3.2 . 
Some 5p » 5d transitions were present on our platesi they 
are used to verify 5p levels. This led us to establish three 
new levels of &d and improve slightly four earlier reported 
values. 
O 
62 
60 
58 
o 
LLJ 
O 
56 
54 
56 
54-
I 
-J-
o 
^ 52 
50 
(%)2p 3/2 
'1/2 
('D)2p,/2 
2D5/2 
2D3/2 
F7/2 
2^5/2 
_ 
1 
i : : : : ^^^^ 
~~ -^-.,., 
\ ^ ^ ' " ^ 
^^--' 
^ • ^ 
1 1 
4p^5p 
.^^::^^^^'^Z-""^ ^ ^^ 
r:=='___—^ ^, 
— — C ? ^ ^ ^ 
— ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ " " ,, 
1 — — " ^ — ^ ^ 
^ ^ t > ^ . 
1 1 1 
-,z=:::zrr.: 
^ —' l ^ 
^-—-^'" 
..-—-^ 
_ .^;^  -^  
:rr^-- '^ 
i 1 
^03/2 
:^ 5§/j 
^P3/2 
2Pl/2 
*"D3/2 
'•D1/2 
4rD5/2 
4P]/2 
*P5/2 
'•P3/2 
Br I KrI I Rblll SrIV YV ZrVI NbVII MoVIII 
Fig. 3.1 isoelectronic coii^arison for the 4p 5p levels 
of Br X-seQuenco, E represents energy level and 
3 -i y spectrum numberi c^ «* 2,469 x 10 cm • Some 
level designations have been adjusted in Nb VXI 
and Mo VIII to smooth out the graphs. 
A7 
AA 
I A5 
Tg AA 
u 
o 
LU 
A3|-
A2 
Al 
( 'D)2p 
(^P)^D 
• ( ' S ) 2 F 
YV 
As^Ap^Af 
(^D) ^G 
(^Dl^F 
(^D)^D 
• ( ' D ) 2 H 
( 3P )2D / 
\ \ 
( 3 P ) 2 F ( ^ P ) 2 G •(3p)^G,i/p 
(¥)V 
J L J L 
1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 
J ^ 
Fig . 3.2 Term structure of 4« 4p 4f configuration of Y V. 
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Tabl9 3»lt New Energy Levels of Y V 
Designation Energy (cm~ ) 
219096 
229544 
232903 
242590 
250238 
250648 
265935 
342193 
342876 
345444 
346599 
347151 
353258 
353621 
4s^4p^4d( 
( 
4s^4p^5p( 
h)\^ 
4p 
^9/2 
^7/2 
^ 7 / 2 
'^>S/2 
%/2 
^7/2 
'^^\/2 
\ / 2 
^h/2 
\ / 2 
\ / 2 
""^1/2 
^^3/2 
^0^2 355076 
^p3/2 356250 
\ / 2 
^ 1 / 2 
^ 7 / 2 
^ 3 / 2 
3/2 
^ 5 / 2 
9/2 
5/2 
357299 
^ 3 / 2 359919 
^ 3 / 2 360851 
362008 
366416 
368510 
370684 
^P^/o 374278 
374745 
^P^/2 378250 
(^)^Pw2 396853 
^P3/2 398296 
4Ap^4f(^P)^^/2 410724 
^Fn/o 410877 
^F-/o 411688 
25 
^3/2 4132S8 
^G,,/o 418578 
'U/2 
*9/2 ^G«/o 418901 
^D^y2 419292 
^j/2 419545 
^7/2 420051 
^D,/o 420765 
'3/2 
S/2 ^D./o 425387 
^3/2 
{ ^ ) \ /2 
2 
425733 
^^/2 • 426053 
^D^/2 426337 
\/2 428935 
^65/2 429466 
^ / 2 430554 
^5/2 431405 
435470 
Hj^ /^2 435948 
26 
27 
^ V 2 
^1/2 
^^3/2 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 7 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
% / 2 
^ 9 / 2 
< ' S ) ^ V 2 
^ 7 / 2 
4Ap^5d(^P)%/2 
*''^5/2 
''O3/2 
^ c 
^5/2 
\ / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
*<^'»^5 /2 
438851 
439758 
439782 
440769 
441891 
443631 
445736 
447355 
471569 
472149 
416886 
416961 
418741 
430412 
432728 
434683 
446757 
Zahid Al l ' s Level value improved. 
Table 3,21 Classified Lines of Y V 
9Q 
(^ 0 
Wave length (X) 
232.315 
246.140 
394.145 
395.043 
412.192 
435.637 
436.698 
438.906 
440.040 
440.623 
445.831 
448.830 
450.633 
451.458 
intensity 
3 
3 
4 
21 
4 
3d 
3 
5 
14 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4d 
Transition 
^P' ^^3/2 -
4P^ ^ 1 / 2 -
4d(3p)^C^/2 -
( ^ P ) ^ 2 -
\ f) 1-7/2 -
^ ^^ ^5/2 " 
( ^ ) % / 2 -
1 )^^ /2 -
( ^ P ) \ / 2 -
( D) G7/2 -
5 d ( 3 p ) % / 2 
5d(3p)4D3/2 
4f(^S)2F^/2 
^ ^ ^ % / 2 
( S)-F7/2 
^ ^^^5 /2 
^ ^ ^ ^ 7 / 2 
(H)^,/, 
( ^ S , % / , 
( - ) ^ 7 / 2 
i^)^j/2 
^ ^ ^ % / 2 
V 5; F-/« 
fw D 
454,214 
459.097 
470 .942 
471 .413 
474 .552 
475.025 
475.947 
478 .478 
480 .640 
480.965 
482 .969 
484.503 
484.605 
485.325 
485 .559 
486.327 
492 .414 
9 
4 
3d 
4 
3 
4 
2 
3d 
3 
21 
4d 
5 
14 
5 
3 
9 
3d 
'P 
^ 5 /2 
4, 
9/2 
9/2 
'5 /2 
7/2 
^5/2 -
*3/2 " 
^7 /2 -
^5/2 
' ^ 5 / 2 -
^^1/2 -
^9 /2 " 
"^^3/2 -
^^1/2 -
^F 
^5/2 
^ 7 / 2 -
^F 
^5/2 " 
3.> 
3p 
^ 5 /2 
^9 /2 
^7/2 
^ / 2 
^5/2 
^7 /2 
S/2 
) 
'^7/2 
^7/2 
'D 7/2 
'3/2 
" l l / 2 
^^5/2 
^1/2 
^5/2 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 3 / 2 
30 
496. 
496 . 
497. 
141 
,485 
.210 
497.437 
497, 
502, 
502, 
505. 
505. 
508 < 
509. 
516 
516 
517 
517 
517 
518 
*616 
,471 
>920 
.349 
.968 
.385 
,794 
.213 
.986 
.069 
.403 
.746 
.472 
5 ( 
9 1 
9 1 
4 1 
3 1 
3 
6 
16 
1 
21 
96 
S 
2 
14 
9 
1 
3d 
3 p ) ^ F 3 / 2 - ( 
'''i\/2- ( 
. 3 p ) \ / 2 - ( 
l''f)%/2- < 
[ 3 p ) S / 2 - < 
[^)%/2- ( 
l^)\/2- < 
i^0)%^/2- < 
(^P)S/2- 1 
( ^ ) % / 2 - ( 
( ^ ) % / 2 . ( 
(3p)^5/2 -
iWfy^ -
(^)S/2 -
(^0^/2 -
iWfy^ -
(^P)^7/2 -
'^'''=3/2 
^)S/2 
'"J'fvz 
Wv^,2 
h)^y2 
'^^^%/2 
;^)S/2 
;^)%/2 
[^)\/2 
[^)%/2 
(^)^3/2 
l^ '')\/2 
(^P)%/2 
l ' 0 ) ' fV2 
(^•')'''=5/2 
t'''>\/2 
(^)%/2 
31 
S19.535 
520.007 
521.428 
^521.825 
522,857 
'524.921 
525.420 
528.087 
529.006 
530.062 
530.448 
530.834 
532.008 
532.760 
534.285 
14 
16 
16 
9 
14 
3d 
3 
3 
16 
23 
2 
28 
14 
2d 
7 
'P 
"P 
3„ 
7/2 
'3/2 
^5/2 
7^/2 
D^ 
4, 
7/2 
5/2 
3/2 
9/2 
3/2 
9/2 
9/2 
5/2 
'3/2 
^ 5/2 
*'7/2 • 
f 5/2 " 
3/2 
3^ 
^5/2 
5/2 
7/2 
9/2 
*"7/2 
^ / 2 
G^, 
2F 
5/2 
7/2 
'5/2 
'9/2 
'11/2 
'7/2 
*5/2 
3/2 
'7/2 
'D 5/2 
'D 5/2 
32 
934.628 
535.117 
535.906 
536.909 
537 .201 
537.628 
538.859 
539 .650 
539 .843 
541.644 
542 .211 
544.209 
544.814 
545.069 
545.988 
546.214 
7 
14 
14 
5 
4 
2d 
7 
28 
28 
5 
4 
5 
3d 
16 
9 
2 
r 
V. 
'1/2 
1 ^ 7 /2 
3, 
3/2 
3/2 
S/2 
7 /2 
^5/2 
|2p 
1/2 
•9/2 
'7/2 
^5/2 
^3/2 
7 / ; 
^5/2 
'7/: 
>4 
7/2 
^S 
3^ 
"5/2 
^3 /2 
S/2 
^ 5 / 2 
^5/2 
^ 111 
'9/2 
2F 5 / 2 
4, D 1/2 
•H 11/2 
"H 
4, 
9/2 
'7/2 
'D 5 /2 
'D 7/2 
'5 /2 
'9/2 
\ 5 / 2 
^ 3 /2 
33 
548.329 
549.847 
'550.537 
551.222 
551.489 
552.259 
553.196 
555.064 
555.567 
'558.192 
559.336 
'559.583 
559 .931 
560.304 
560.916 
561.863 
4 
4d 
14 
16 
4 
4 
35 
3 
14 
4 
3 
9 
3 
9 
9 
7 
C 
3. 
1^ 
*"5/2 
'^1/2 
^3/2 
^5/2 
"^7/2 
^3/2 
^ 5 / 2 
'*'3/2 
'^3/2 
^5/2 
^5 /2 
^7/2 
•"^5/2 
>'^3/2 
^5 /2 
^9/2 
^7/2 
'P 
'P 
3^ 
A) 
3^ 
"7/2 
'3/2 
'D 3/2 
*D 5 /2 
'9/2 
^ 5 /2 
"7/2 
'5/2 
'1/2 
^ 5 / 2 
^7/2 
4p 
^5/2 
2F. 
^ 
7/2 
5/2 
°7 /2 
^7/2 
^9/2 
34 
563•277 
567.184 
567.685 
568.298 
568.772 
568.997 
569.165 
•569.532 
569.833 
571.312 
572.462 
573.075 
574.682 
577.880 
578.367 
582.466 
14 
9 
35 
3d 
3 
2 
2 
5 
3 
14 
3 
4 
4 
4 
9 
4 
' (^P)^5/2 -
. ( ^ D ) \ / 2 -
(3p)=^7/2 -
(H))%/2 -
( ^ ) % / 2 -
(^D)2a,/2 -
l^PJ^fj/z -
{^)\/2 -
<^''^\/2 -
(.hi fay2 -
^^S')*f3/2 -
( ^ ) % / 2 -
( ^ P ) % / 2 -
(^f)*H/2 -
(^^^*^-,/2 -
(^D)%/2 -
^^>\/2 -
( ^ P ) % / 2 
(^P)X/2 
('p)S/2 
(^P)^U3/2 
< ' c ) ^ 7 / 2 
( 2 p ) % / 2 
(^P)^7/2 
i^f)\/2 
(^P)^F3/2 
< ' P ) % / 2 
(^P)^F3/2 
(='p)^D,/2 
< * > ^ 5 / 2 
( 'p)^-5/2 
(^P)^F7/2 
^^^^\/2 
( ' P ) ' t 5 / 2 
35 
589.864 
592,958 
594.358 
594.747 
595.459 
600.V08 
601.382 
607.469 
610.408 
*612,893 
615.200 
615.842 
619.401 
622.533 
623.902 
624.732 
626.016 
9 ( 
2 ( 
16 ( 
3 ( 
3 ( 
3 ( 
1 { 
21 < 
4 1 
8 
30 
21 
3 
2 
3d 
7 
9 
' D > ^ 7 / 2 - ( 
^ P ) % / 2 - ( 
^ D ) % / 2 . ( 
3 p ) % / 2 - ( 
. ^ ) % / 2 - ( 
'M\/2'' < 
: ^ ) % / 2 - < 
: ^ D ) % / 2 - < 
^^)^5/2 - < 
[^D)%/2 -
^^^%/2 -
(^S)2D3/2 -
(^)S/2 -
(^D)%/2 -
(^P)2F5/2 . 
(^)%/2 -
(^S)2D^,^ . 
^D)%/2 
'P)^7/2 
^P)%/2 
'P)^f7/2 
'P)^^ll/2 
.^P)^F7/2 
'^^ )S/2 
['p)S/2 
[^ P)^ F5/2 
[^P)\/2 
t'P)\/2 
('D)2F5/2 
('P)^ f5/2 
(^ P)^ F,/2 
(^ P)^ F5/2 
(^ P)^ F,/2 
iWG^,o 
36 
627,340 
634.Q2A 
634,357 
• 6 3 4 . 6 1 0 
635 .563 
637 .509 
639 .560 
641.416 
641 .621 
646 .132 
656 .763 
656 .872 
673.374 
677 .788 
685.618 
687.224 
690.528 
4 
9 
7 
4 
5 
4 
9 
Id 
2d 
14 
3d 
21 
4d 
2d 
8 
4 
9 
A6{WP^/2 -
(^P)^P. 
5 p ( ^ S ) % / 2 
(^S)^P 
4f(^D)^F 
(^P)^D 
1/2 
5 / 2 
3 / 2 
3 /2 
4 d ( ^ S ) ^ 5 / 2 
4 d ( ^ D ) ^ 3 / 2 
4 d ( ^ D ) ^ 5 / 2 " ' * ' ( ^ P ) % / 2 
( ' D ) ^ 5 / 2 
5p( ^ 5 ) ^ 3 / 2 
(^P)^F, 
4d(^D)^D 
(^P)^D 
4d(^S)^D 
3 /2 
5 /2 
5 /2 
4 d ( 3 p ) % / 2 
ih))' 3/2 
4 d ( ^ D ) ^ 5 / 2 
1 / 2 
5 /2 
1/2 
3 /2 
3 /2 
5 p ( ^ D ) ^ 3 / 2 
1/2 
5 / 2 
5p(^S)^P 
(^D)^P. 
4f(^D)^D 
(^S)^P, 
4f(^P)'*F 
(^P)'^F 7/2 
(^D)^S. 
(3p)2j^ 
5 /2 
3/2 
'7/2 
{hy 1/2 (^D)^P 3/2 
37 
690, 
691. 
«»92, 
695, 
697, 
705, 
705, 
711, 
711, 
721, 
729 
'732 
738 
744 
750 
755 
764 
635 
,880 
,124 
,903 
»282 
,290 
.849. 
.416 
.522 
.638 
.433 
.420 
.679 
•919 
•032 
•277 
• 359 
3 
5 
7 
5 
1 
3 
2d 
2 
2 
2 
4 
16 
4 
2 
3 
2 
( ^ D ) ^ 1/2 (^D)^P 1/2 
4d(^S)^3/2 
5p(^D)^P^/2 
- 4f 
(3pj2j, 
{h)% 
3 / 2 
5 /2 
(^P)^P 3/2 
4d(^D)^P 
iWi^ 
4d(^P)^C 
(3p)2p 
4d(^P)^f 
5 /2 
1/2 
3 /2 
5 /2 
1/2 
3 /2 
- 5p 
- 4f 
- 5p 
( ^ P ) ^ 1/2 
3/2 
4d(^P)^P, 
3/2 
3/2 
4d(^P)^F 5 /2 
- Af 
- 5p 
5 / 2 
3/2 
WD 5 /2 
D^ ) ^ 5 /2 
^D)S^7/2 
hfy 3/2 
^P)^S 3/2 
^D)^ 5 /2 
W? 1/2 
^D)^C 5 /2 
^D)^P 3/2 
3p)^D 
^D)^P 
^P)^G, 
3 /2 
3 /2 
5 / 2 
fy 7 /2 
38 
767.283 
' 7 7 i a 8 4 
777.198 
788.149 
793.217 
807.907 
809.686 
810.775 
813.830 
814.199 
815.854 
819.969 
821.028 
821.553 
823.984 
2d 
2d 
3 
2 
7 
16 
1 
9 
1 
7 
7 
2 
2d 
2 
2 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
f 
\ 
1 
[=•?) 
(^D) 
l^P) 
t^) 
l^P) 
l^P) 
1='P) 
t^P) 
[3P) 
l^P) 
:3p) 
.^p) 
,=•?) 
^ ) 
S) 
^D) 
2D 5 /2 
'3 /2 
3 /2 
•^5/2 -
4f( 
5p< 
4f | 
5p( 
'D 3/2 
'D 7/2 
'D 5 /2 
4 D 3/2 
5 /2 
3/2 
S/2 
^ 3/2 
3 /2 
'1/2 
3/2 
3 /2 
1/2 
D^ 
' 7 /2 
3 /2 
^5/2 
^5/2 
'1/2 
5 /2 
3 /2 
^^5/2 
•^5/2 
'1/2 
D^ 1 ^ 3 /2 
3 /2 
1 ^ 3 /2 
-D 3 /2 
I^ F 5 /2 
^3/2 
^1/2 
39 
826.025 
836.485 
837.759 
847.202 
848.426 
851.819 
854.302 
858.062 
860.300 
862.503 
864.982 
867.263 
869.447 
871.784 
875.304 
876.222 
9 
1 
4 
4 
16 
9 
21 
14 
14d 
6 
14 
9 
9 
14 
9 
2 
4d 
Aa 
( 1 
f 
{ 
( ' D ) S / 2 -
('u)\^2 -
'^ f JS/2 - « 
'^ ' ') ' 'F3/2 - 5P 
(^ )%/2 -
B) f-a/a -
( ' t ) % / 2 - i 
( ' P ) % / 2 - 1 
(^S)2D3^2 - ( 
t^D)%/2 - ( 
C ^ P ) % / 2 - ( 
l ^P)S /2- ( 
[^ P)^ F7/2 - ( 
iWe.,. - ( 
('P)^Sl/2 
(3p)^Pl/2 
('p)S/2 
(^P)%/2 
''^)^f7/2 
(^P)^l/2 
t^P) \ /2 
^''^%/2 
'M\/2 
'^^^'>\n 
''^^\/2 
'^'>\/2 
•'•")%/2 
'''>%/2 
'^>\/2 
'^'>%/2 
^P)^P,/, 
40 
684,662 r 
885,007 
'895.761 
897,146 
900.130 
913.670 
919.053 
930.229 
932.579 
934.023 
941.599 
970.310 
971.658 
974.891 
978.306 
4 
8 
4 
9 
5 
6d 
5d 
1 
4d 
2d 
3 
2d 
1 
2d 
5p 
4d 
4d 
4d 
4d 
{ 4d 
I 
(^  4d 
4d 
5p 
4d 
P^)'*D 
^P)^D 
h^)\ 
^U)2p 
' P ) ^ 
D^)^ F 
h)h 
111 
5/2 
5/2 
3/2 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
68 
4f 
5p 
4f 
5p 
D^)^ F 
t)2F 
7/2 
5/2 
^P)^D 3/2 
h)\ 3/2 
5p 
4f 
5p 
^ D ) 2 G 7/2 
'^ )S/2 
3pj4p 
3/2 
\ ) \ 1/2 
^D)2F 
3p)2p 
7/2 
5/2 
6s 
5p 
^D)^D 5/2 
\ ) \ 3/2 
^P)^D 3/2 
3p)2p 
3/2 
h)\ 5/2 
^D)2p 
• ) ^ 
3/2 
3/2 
h)\ 
D^ ) ^ 
5/2 
3/2 
\ ) \ 
^/2 
^P)^P 1/2 
\ ) \ 5/2 
^P)^D 5/2 
3p^4p 
3/2 
3p)2p 
1/2 
^ D ) ^ 7/2 
h)% 3/2 
41 
991,762 
1004.417 
1012.336 
1021.643 
1030.849 
1033.756 
1060.118 
1083.828 
1085.993 
1093.697 
1095.125 
1105.364 
1180.487 
1230.417 
1243.597 
1252.019 
1302.234 
3d 
2d 
3d 
3 
2d 
2 
7 
1 
4 
Id 
2d 
3 
5 
28 
2 
2d 
4 
D^ 3/2 
5p( . ^ 5/2 
'3/2 
- 68 
4d( 
^u; 
'D 
V2 
3^/2 
5/2 
- 5p 
^5/2 -
5«( 
4f( .4, 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
- 5p 
- 6d 
5p( 
'7/2 
3/2 
'1/2 
- 68 
4f( 
4d( 
5sl 
5p( 
'D 3/2 
'5/2 
3/2 
'3/2 
6d 
5p 
5p 
5d 
3p)4p 
1/2 
3p)2p 
3/2 
^D)2D 5/2 
P^)'*P 3/2 
^D)^P 1/2 
^P)^S 3/2 
3p)^P 3/2 
h)^P 1/2 
hfy 3/2 
Jp)2p 
5/2 
3p)^P 5/2 
3p^2p 
3/2 
3pj2p 
3/2 
3pj4p 
5/2 
^D)2F 5/2 
^D)^P 1/2 
WT 5/2 
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*1306.366 
1314.519 
1337.456 
1340.023 
1351.165 
1354.423 
1358.424 
1358.570 
1359.386 
*1373.459 
1464.826 
1517.283 
1559.502 
1582.374 
1606.324 
7 
3 
4 
3 
5 
7d 
21 
2d 
3d 
14 
4 
1 
3 
Id 
2d 
4d< 
[^ 5pl 
4d{ 
4f( 
5p( 
4d 
581 
4f 
3px 
^D) 
^P) 
,^D) 
?n 
•S) 
•M 
i^p) 
;^p) 
[^p) 
[^) 
t^ D) 
[h) 
(^D) 
[3P) 
t^ D) 
2D 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
^^ 3/2 -
•D 
5/2 
3/2 
^^3/2 
^3/2 
""^ 1/2 
'5/2 
4, 
'3/2 
^ 5/2 
3^/2 
'1/2 
5/2 
3/2 
5p( 
5d( 
5p( 
6dl 
5d( 
5p 
5pl 
6d 
,^P) 
^t) 
^P) 
}D) 
,^P) 
;='p) 
:^p) 
[^D) 
;3p) 
;3p) 
i^p) 
i^p) 
;^p) 
ih) 
[3p) 
i^p) 
^3/2 
^5/2 
'3/2 
2D 5/2 
'7/2 
4 D 1/2 
"5/2 
'3/2 
1/2 
3/2 
5/2 
^ 5/2 
2D 5/2 
•3/2 
^5/2 
5/2 
Also identifi«d as Y IV by J. Header, 
dt diffuse. 
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CHAPTEH IV 
C«) THE SPECTRUM OF SIX TIMES IONISED YTTRIUM (Y VII) 
2 3 Ground Configuration 48 4p 
Review of the »#qu»nc» 
Old data on the first four members of the As I sequence are 
available in AEL vol 2 (Ch* 3)• Since then, a paper on auto-
ionised levels of AS I is recently published by Bhatia and Jones 
(1973) while another on its absorption spectrum by Richard and 
Giles has already appeared in 1962* Two old papers of Rao 
(1956, 61) exist on Br III, 
Three papers have been published so far on Kr IV since 
1952• One by Livingston (1976) reports prominent transitions 
connecting low lying energy levels in the spectra Kr IV to 
Kr VII* Second, by Fawcett and Bromage (1980) deals with the 
Kr IV transitions 4«^4p^ — At^Ap^bs, 4d, 484p^ in the wave-
length range 4^0 - 800 A. In the third, by Persson and 
2 3 4 
Petterson (1984), transitions 4» 4p — 4s4p are established in 
Kr IV, Rb V and Sr VI. 
Chaghtai (1971) was the first to publish an analysis of 
3 2 Nb IX covering the transitions 4p — 4p St. Rahimullah et al 
(1976) elaborated these transitions for Y VII — Mo X and 
followed that work by an analysis of 4p — 4d transitions (1978) 
in these spectra. Khan et al (1980) reported transitions 
H 
4»^4p'' — 48^4p^4d, 4»4p^ in 2r VIII, while Header and 
Acquista (1981) studied 4t^ 4p'^  4t^4p^5«, 484p'^  in Y VII — 
Mo X« In a last paper Mushtaq and Chaghtai (19B3) have identi-
fied more 4p •—— 4d transitions in Nb IX and we (Ateqad et al, 
1984} in MO X. 
Level structure 
The ground configuration of As I like spectra consists of 
three terms and five levels* namely; ^2/2* 3/2 5/2 ^^^ 
2 
^1/2 3/2 ^^ o'cl*' o^ increasing energy* The low lying excited 
4 2 2 
configurations are 4s4p and 48 4p nl, of which we are dealing 
2 2 
with only 48 4p 4d levels with term structure 
48^4p^ 4d (^P) 
(^D) 
(^s) 
Analysis 
1 
s 
t 
"^(FDP) ^(FDP) 
^(GFDPS) 
% 
Only nineteen of the twenty eight 4d levels were known 
4 2 
uptil nowf out of the rest» two viz* ^^/2 ^^^ ^9/2 ^^ '^  ^^^ 
combine with the ground levels and seven, namely ( P) ^zl2&tlJV2 ^ 
2 4 
5/2 7/2 • 1/2 7/2 • ^ ^^ ** relatively longer wave-lengths 
than could be recorded with good efficiency on the grazing 
incidence spectrograph used for the earlier work. High effi-
ciency of the gold coated grating used on the normal incidence 
spectrograph of Lund University furnished the requiiTed lines of 
o 
sufficient intensity in the wave-length region 260 — 950 A 
45 
to brictge this gap* The improved quality of lines has led to 
improve a part of the previous analysis, modifying level values 
3 4 2 1 2 
of r?) "1 
•^ 5/2 • ^Z/2 *"^** ^  ^ ^ ^7/2 ** reported earlier. We 
classify* in addition* five new lines as transitions from pre«> 
viously known 4d levels. These ten 4d level values (Table .l) 
have been plotted isoelectronically against those of Zr VllI 
(Khan et al, 1980), Nb IX (Mushtaq and Chaghtai, 1983) and 
Mo X (Nasreen et al> 1984) in Fig. 4.l. The 4p — 4d transitions 
are listed in Table/ •2. 
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Tabl«4«lt Observed tnergy levels of Y VII and Mo X< 
Configuration Dasigaation E (cm'^) 
Y VII Mo X 
4t^4p^4d (^ P) ^F3/2 
4p 
^7/2 
^5/2 
^^1/2 
^7/2 
\/2 
^nl^ 
265209 
268458 
273699 
275391 
277399 
278799 
283568 
292412 
3/2 3CX)832 
^7/2 303908* 
356806 
360771 
368029 
369830 
372595 
375345 
383475"* 
395762 
404973"' 
408837^ 
* Values of Rahifflullah et al (1978) improved. 
* Reproduced from Hahimullah et al (1978) 
Table 4.21 Classified lines of Y VII 
48 
Wavelength 
(A) Intensity Classification 
294.988 
296.951 
*352.642 
358.136 
359.987 
360.485 
363.123 
364.022 
372.494 
*373.221 
375.528 
377.055 
388.439 
390.946 
3 
1 
28b 
7 
28 
4 
5 
4d 
14 
35 
7 
7 
7 
4 
4»^4p^ 
•3/2 
*3/2 
'3/2 
'3/2 
'5/2 
'3/2 
'3/2 
^5/2 
'3/2 
3/2 
^5/2 
•3/2 
^5/2 
'3/2 
48^4p^4d 
1, 2_. 
h> 
3p 
3^ 
^ 5 / 2 
\ / 2 
%/2 
° 7 / 2 
""^1/2 
^ 5 / 2 
^^3/2 
^5 /2 
"^^1/2 
""^7/2 
^ 3 / 2 
^5/2 
D 1/2 
49 
394.041 
395.759 
403.912 
405.112 
410.520 
412.649 
422.010 
426.837 
434.719 
436.399 
463.130 
14 
6 
7 
13 
21 
5 
7 
5 
3 
4 
21 
3^/2 
5^/2 
'5/2 
'3/2 
'3/2 
S/2 
1/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3p 
3„ 
"5/2 
^ 111 
\ 1/2 
4, 
5/2 
3/2 
4, 
5/2 
*^3/2 
'D 5/2 
'D 3/2 
'l/2 
3/2 
* Also Classified in Y VI by aahimullah et al (1978) 
dt Diffuse line 
bt Broad line 
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CHAPTEh IV 
(b) Ti.E SPHCTHUM vF SEVEM TI.ViES luUlSED YTTHlUivl (Y V l l l ) 
2 2 Ground C o n f i g u r a t i o n 48 4p 
H«vi«w of th« fquencft 
The Y VIII spectrum is isoelectronic with Ge I. The A£L 
descriptions (Mooref 1952) of Ge I sequence is based on the work 
of K*H. Hao and Keiss for Ge I* of A»S« Hao and Gartlein for 
AS II» of K«H« Hao et al for Se III and of A.5. aao and Krishna-
murthy for Br IV* After 1952« a number of papers are published 
on Qe I by Andrew et al as listed in iViOore*s bibliography (1969). 
Two more papers appeared on the absorption spectrum of Ge I» 
that by arown et al (1977) and by Connerade and Martin (1977). 
Li and ^drew (1971) revised the analysis of As II in the 
region 701 — - 11Q64 A, while Joshi and Budhiraja (1972) 
studied Br IV from 310 — 2420 %. Livingston (1976) published 
a paper on Kr V followed by Fawcett and Gromage (I960), in 
2 2 2 '^  
Which the authors have studied the 48 4p —-—— 48 4p 4d, 484p" 
transitions in the wave->length region 470 — M o A. 
Hahimullah et al (1976» 78) were the first to analyse the 
spectra Y VIII — Mo Xi in form of the 4p - 5s and 4p - 4<jl 
transitions* The last paper published on Zr IX is by Chaghtai 
et al (1980) in which they have identified twenty five 4s^ 4p'^  — 
3 2 2 
484p transitions, while the work on 4s 4p 6s, 78 levels of 
Mo XI carried out years ago in our laboratory by KJiatoon 
51 
(Ph*D. th«8ls, 1978) still reocilna unpublished. 
IT«V1 gtructuyf 
2 2 Th« ground configuration A« 4p of Y VIII consists of flvo 
3 1 1 
levels Pr) X 2 * 2 '^^ ^ ^0 '^^  order of Increasing energy* The 
first excited configuration In higher loembers of the sequence 
Is 4s4p*^ with the structure ^Sjt ''^ i 2 3 » '^ o^ 1 2 • ^^2 • ^^1 
and JKJ^  • This Is the order of occurrence of terms in this con-
figuration because here the unsyiometrlc G (4s, 4p) integral Is 
more dominant than the syrometrlc F (4p» 4p). 
3 3 1 
unly two levels of tills configuration, naioely 4s4p Sj^ , P^ 
were determined earlier by aahlmullah et al (1978); transitions 
from the rest of them fall at wave-lengths longer than those 
recorded earlier on a gracing Incidence spectrograph. >ve have 
now analysed the 4s —- 4p transitions In detail to establish 
all the ten 4s4p'' levels of Y VIII« confirming the two levels 
3 
reported earlier* Values of the 4s4p levels are as&eii^led In 
Table 4*3 and the 4« •«-> 4p txaneitlons In Table 4*4* The 4s4p'^  
levels are plotted Isoelectronlcally In tig* 4*2 and the plot of 
2 2 4e 4p'^  levels is reproduced In Fig* 4*3. 
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R»fT«nc»t 
Brovm C M, Tllford ii G and Ginter L tA 1977 J Opt Soc Am 
^ 584 
Chaghtai M 5 Z» Khan Z A and Hahlmullah K 1980 J Phys Bt 
At Mol Phys ^ 2523 
Conneirada J P and r^Aartln M A P 1977 Proc H Soc London Ser A 
357 103 
Fawcfftt B C and Bromage G E 1980 J Phys Bt At Mol Phys JJ 2711 
Joshi Y N and Budhiraja C J 1972 Can J Phys 42 670 
Li H and Andrew K L 1971 J Opt ^ oc Am 6J^  96. 
Livingston A E 1976 J Phys Bi At Mol Phys 2 ^215 
Moore C E 1952 'Atomic Energy Levels* (AEL) vol 2 NBS Circ 467 
M.oore C E 1969 'Bibliography on the analyses of Optical Atomic 
Spectra* NBS Sec 2 
Rahiraullah K, Chaghtai M S Z and Khatoon S 1976 Phys scripta 
i4 221 
1978 Phys Scripta JM 96 
Tabl* 4.at Observed energy levels of Y VIII 
Designation Energy (cm"" ) 
4s4p^ ^2 143986 
'^ 02 185958 
^^ 187562 
%3 191117 
^P^ 212747 0 
'l '^ P, 213645 
'^ Pg 215490 
^ 2 239458 
•a 
'*S, 257331 1 
'l 
*1 
"^ P, 275381 
53 
Originally established by Hahimullah et al (1978). 
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Table 4.41 Classified lines of Y VIII 
Wavelength ^ , .. 
o ^ Intensity 
(A) Classification 
433.TSS 
446.624 
447.147 
461.680 
468.055 
485.944 
488.442 
490.577 
500.209 
503.660 
504.822 
533.154 
549.997 
559.733 
35 
21 
3d 
26 
14 
21 
35 
21 
26 
4 
14d 
28 
3d 
12 
4»^4p^ 'Pi - 4» ^p^ ^ 
•"2-
s-
^ o -
P Q -
'D2-
•"l-
fl-
^2-
S Q -
•"z-
"o-
s-
• • l -
D, 
D. 
T), 
^ 1 
\ 
55 
564.8C4 
^9.626 
581.385 
635*156 
*645.725 
649.810 
776.552 
778.673 
906.524 
5 
35 
3 
19 
3d 
2d 
2 
7 
3d 
^ -
% -
3p -
^2 
^0 
^ 2 • 
^0 
\ -
S-
^•^2 
^ 3 
'^^ l 
'^3 
\ 
\ 
\ 
^2 
^2 
* Blended with 3 X 0 V 
dt Diffuse line 
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THE SPECThUM OF EIGHT TIMES luNISED YTTRIUM (Y IX) 
2 
Ground Configuration An 4p 
R«vi»w of the s»qwnc» 
An eight tiiM« ionised atom eontaina 31 electrons and 
hence it is isoelectronic with Ga I« The data on this sequence 
as reported in AEL vol 2 (1952) have been revised in several 
instances. A number of papers have appeared on Ga I (Garton 
1952| Johansson and Litzen 1967| Connerade 1977 and Connerade 
and Baig 1982} Neijzen and Donszelmann 1982} James at al 1982). 
bVork on Ge II was revised by Meissner et al (1958) and Kaufman 
et al (1966). Gautam and Joshi (1972) and Bahr et al (1982) 
have studied Se IVf while Budhiraja and Joshi (1971) have looked 
into Br V. Three papers have appeared on Kr VI authored by 
Fawcett et al (1961)t by Druetta and Buchet (1976) and by 
Livingston (1976)* 
Ciirtis et al (1984) have established the ground intervals 
in the sequence from Hb VII to In XIX9 disagreeing with the 
findings of Alexander et al (1971) on the 4p - 5d transitions 
Y IX - Mo XII• In addition to thatt Header et al have recently 
communicated (1986) four 4s •> 4p and 4p - 5s transitions Hb VII 
to In XIX* 
An incomplete work was carried out in our laboratory on 
some spectra of this sequence (Khatoon 1978).^ our ground 
57 
intexvals for Zr X« Mb XI and M O XXI agr«» with th« findings 
of Curtis 0t al» while th« four transitions that Header et al 
reported in Y IX exactly tally with our work* 
l^yp\ stfyu^^uff 
Y IX being isoeleetronic with Ga I has 4s^4p P M its 
ground term* Containing onB electron in the valence sub-shell 
Lj^^ Whose excitation results in a hydrogenic l*o spectrum* The 
4s electrons» however* also get excited easily, providing 3-e 
2 3 configurations 4s4p and 4p with the following level structure; 
2 4 2r» 2c 2 
4s4p I J'x/2,3/2,5/2 » '^3/2,S/2 • ^ 1 / 2 * ^1/2.3/2 
M» I S3/2 • ^ 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 • ''1/2.3/2 * 
o 3 
It is interesting to note splitting of the parent 4p P 
4 2 into widely separated P and P terns, due to the large value 
of G^(4s, 4p}« 
2 
For higher aembers of the sequence* 4s4p becoMs the first 
2 excited configuration, followed by 4s 4d etc*, from both of 
sHilch transitions to the ground configuration take place; as 
LS-coupling does not hold rigorously for the heavy atons and 
4 2 
ions, we expect that also the P levels of 4s4p will coobine 
3 radiatively with the ground levels* Transitions frms 4p can be 2 observed w i ^ 4s4p only* 
our old analysis of Zr X, Nb XX and Mo XII was performed 
58 
with the help of 1967 8lngXe«>conflguration computations of 
2 3 R D Cowan* La tart Cowan mixad up 4s 4p -f 4p -t- 484p 4<l lavals 
2 2 2 
to racalculata transitions 4s 4p <—> 4s4p , 484p4d and 4s4p •— 
3 
4p for Zr X on our raquost. 
W« started with tha 4p — - 4d transitions! the ground 
intervals of Curtis et al together with those of the first eight 
members of the sequencey as listed by them in their tabloy are 
plotted in Fig« 5*1 to demonstrate smoothness of the data, we 
have eompared the 4s 4d '^^/2 5/9 ^^vels and their intervals as 
found in Y IX with those of Zr X» Nb XX and Mo XII in Fig. 5.2 
and* using a more sensitive representation^ in Fig. 5.3 where 
experiiMntal data on the first six members have also been in-
eluded. 
As our 4p - 5s transitions get confirmed by Header et al» 
established levels 4p r w j 3/2 • ^^ 3/2 5/2 •"^ ^ 1/2 P^®' 
vided sufficient ground to take up extended analysis of the 1-e 
system of Y IX. A guess of the quantioa defect and interval for 
4f %" and 5p P terms with the help of 1-e spectra Y III < — 
Mo VX» led to identify the three 4d - 4f and the three 4d - 5p 
transitions. The terms 5d and 6p could then be found out» their 
levels interconnected as shown in the Grbtrian diagram (Fig. 5.4); 
2 
the 6s ^1/2 ^*vel is obtained from 5p - 66 transitions. 
Towards the *tail* of the spectrum, some doubt may prevail, 
as the 5f - 5g transitions are masked by the 0 m lines in second 
E 
o 
O 
N 
U 
I 
LxJ 
0-6 
0-2 
0 
-0-2 
-OA 
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— : ; 
-
1 
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. • ' ^ ' 
^ - ^ ^ 
1 1 1 1 
,,. ^P3/2 
eg 
^ ^ - . ^ 
1 1 1 1 1 
31 32 33 3A 35 36 37 38 39 AO AT 
Z > 
A2 
2 
Fig* 5«1 Isooloctronic plot for the 48 4p Interval of 
Ga I sequence* 
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'E 
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35k 
3A 
YIX 
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± 
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'E 
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Fig. 5.4 Grotrian Diagram fojf Y IX. 
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sp«ctxal oxd«r and the 5d • 5f lines do not fall in the range 
of our list ——• saute as 5s • 5p» 68-* 6p. The transition 
5g -> 6h is assigned with tii9 help of £dlen*8 polarization 
formula (1964)} that led to Icwering the series limit to 
1174360 co""^. 
2 
Next we paid attention to the 4s4p configuration* in-
completely worked out earlier in our laboratory for Zr X - Mo xil 
(Khatoont 197d)» with which isoolectronic comparisons are given 
in fig* 5«5« 
The lines that we classified as transitions 4s nl — 484pn^l^ 
2 2 
and 4s 4p •> 4s4p appeared on our plates with sufficient inten-
sity to allow ioniaation separation* In order to attempt the 
2 3 
assignment of 4s4p — 4p transitions, we had to depend on 
faint lines whose ion-affiliation could not be assured. These 
3 
identifications and the resulting 4p levels are» therefore* 
being reported provisionally* 
All the Y IX levels are assembled in Table 3*1 and the 
observed transitions in Table 5*2, 
26 
25 
2A 
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22 
21 
'E 
u 20 
CO 
o 
UJ + 
o) 19 
18 
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16 
15 
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^^v, 
'1/2 
^^V2 
4p 
5/2 
.. V 
4p 
3/2 
'/2 
J_ 
YIX ZrX NbXI Mo XII 
-2 Fig, 5»5 4s4p*" Jevols compared Y IX - Mo XII, 
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Designation Energy (eoT ) n Fine Structure Interval (cnrl] 
4e24p 2p^^^ 
2p , 
4»4p^ "^ Pi/j 
^^3/2 
%/z 
\/2 
\/2 
^V2 
'^^ Va 
2v, 
^3/2 
4,244 =^3/2 
^5/2 
^P^ %/2 
^3/2 
^*/o 
0 
16317* 
15U357 
1&4795 
164403 
215353 
217188 
232371 
249558 
254743 
323324 
325073 
381638 
410986 
412173 
2.7512 
2.7705 
3.2318 
3.2351 
16317 
1749 
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V2 
^3/2 
4.24f S^^/2 
^7/2 
4«^« ^i/2 
4»Sp ^j^2 
2p 
4Ad ^3/2 
^5/2 
4.%f 2,^/2 
^7/2 
4.26* ^ Sj^2 
4.Sg %/2,9/2 
4.^ 6p ^P^/2 
•^ 3/2 
4.*6h % / 2 , 
First ^ erios 
li/2 
Limit 
439021 
446576 
491449 
491636 
493908** 
980164 
582411 
690492 
691627 
716772 
716836 
765818 
815319 
322710 
823722 
926738 
1174360 
3.6078 
3,6082 
3,6143 
3,8677 
3.6750 
4*2860 
4.2911 
4.4074 
4.4077 
4.6645 
4.9756 
5.0276 
5.0349 
5.9913 
187 
2247 
1135 
64 
1012 
• CuxUs •t al (1984) , ** Reader et al (X986) 
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Tabl* 9 .2 C l u * l f i * d LilMi of Y IX 
Wa(v«-length 
199*844 
200.246 
200.545 
*202.467 
**209.389 
254.167 
^255.254 
255.302 
303.183 
304.131 
308.768 
308.946 
309.278 
323.880 
325.725 
Intensity 
2 
4 
9 
14 
34 
3 
6 
2 
2 
4d 
5 
7 
35 
4 
4i^4d 
43 4p 
48^4p 
4t^ 4<l 
4s^5« 
4«^4f 
4«^4p 
Transition 
%/2 
'^ 3/2 
^^5/2 
2 
**l/2 
^^3/2 
\/2 
%/2 
\/2 
^1/2 
^1/2 
^5/2 
^7/2 
*^ l/2 
2 
*"^ 3/2 
*^ 3/2 
mm 
-
-
~ 
-
-
-
-. 
-
-
-
-
mm 
-
-
2 
2 48-^ SS 
2 
48 58 
48^5f 
48 6p 
48 59 
2 
48^4d 
2p 
^^1/2 
% / 2 
^1/2 
^1/2 
^5/2 
2p 
^7/2 
^5/2 
^^3/2 
^1/2 
2r 
^/2,9/2 
^7/2,9/2 
"^3/2 
^5/2 
^3/2 
65 
354 .373 
385 .963 
^388.603 
389.356 
^392.551 
«400.715 
405 .544 
*^4X9.417 
^428.733 
430 .358 
432.379 
460.317 
462 .852 
464 .365 
466.863 
497 .833 
^499.552 
5d 
5 
21 
9 
42 
28 
5 
35 
19 
35 
3 
21 
3 
7 
3 
14 
32 
484p2 \ j ^ 
4i^4d % 3/2 
D^ 
5 /2 
3 / 2 
48^4p 2p^/2 -
^1/2 
484p2 % ^ 2 
4s Up2p 3/2 
3/2 
*'l/2 
4.4p2 S^j^ 
4. 
5 / 2 
4»24p 2p^^^ 
2, 
2 2s 484p 
4824p 2p 
4 t24 f ^ 
1/2 
V 2 
3 /2 
5 /2 
4P^ ^^3/2 
4.25P 2p3^2 
*^3/2 
^^1/2 
484p2 2p3^2 
'V2 
4p 3 2^ 3/2 
464p2 \ ^ ^ 
'1/2 
'1/2 
4p3 ^S 3/2 
' '3/2 
2 2 484p Sji^/g 
2D 3/2 
.3 2r 
^P P3/2 
484p2 2 D ^ ^ 2 
4825<1 ^ 5 / 2 
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5CX).0X0 
502,4X3 
508•087 
5I1«I62 
512 ,851 
515 ,246 
521 ,288 
527 ,797 
538 ,630 
542 ,658 
*594,804 
600 ,362 
6 0 1 , e 5 0 
608 ,065 
646 ,005 
665 ,082 
8 
4 
7 /2 
14 
12 
2 
4c! 
2 
5 
4 
4 
13d 
22 
4 
21 
2 
1 
r 
4»^4p 
2 
4s4p^ 
4»Sp 
4»4p^ 
48%p 
4s4p 
4S^4<1 
4s4p^ 
48''^ 4p 
^ 3 / 2 
*^3/2 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
^3/2 
^^3/2 
^^1/2 
^^1/2 
2p 
*^3/2 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
""^1/2 
2D 
2D 
5 /2 
3/2 
2 4»4p'* 
4P^ 
-.P^ 
4S^68 
4P^ 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 3 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
^ 1 / 2 
VV9 
48 ^ 6^8 
4P^ 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
4824f 'h^i^ 
1/2 
h 5/2 
^P "3/2 
9 4 4s4p P 
'1/2 
3/2 
1/2 
67 
675,285 
722 .148 
750 .555 
757 .042 
788.u76 
897 .513 
906 .391 
915 .616 
^1014.766 
^1015.375 
4 
3 
Id 
3 
2 
4ci 
3d 
5 
4 
5 
^3 /2 
*^3/2 
4.^ .. S,, 
^ i 5 / 2 
-^ •^ P"^ ^^-./ i 
"• 
-
-
-
-
4 8 ^ %/2,i^/2 -
4 . ^ p % . , 
*^3/2 
4 8 S f %^/^ 
^ 7 / 2 
-
-
•• 
<H» 
^5/2 
^^3/2 
4s26p \ ^ ^ 
^3/2 
^P ^3 /2 
4«26h % / 2 , l l / 
4 8 ^ ^ 3 / 2 
^ 5 / 2 
2 2 
"^ ^ ^ 7 / 2 , 9 / 2 
^ 7 / 2 , 9 / 2 
Bl9nd«d with 0 IV 
Also classified as Y VIII 
Slandad with 2 x 0 I I I 
Idas lead diffusad 
• • b t f , g » h , i ^^^^j^ ^t a l (1986) 
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CHAPTER VX 
FIVE TIME^ IONISED TANTALUM (Ta VI) 
Ground Configuration 4f 5«^p 
The sixth spectrum cf tantalum (Ta VI) is obtained by the 
removal of five electrons from the neutral atom of tantalum and 
is, therefore» isoelectronic with Er I* Due to the crushing of 
Af - orbital, the ground state of Ta VI is 4f^Ss^5p^ ^S^ , 
consisting of all closed shells, which is not the ground state 
of Er I but acheived after a number of electrons are excited* 
A part of this spectrum is bound to be highly complicated, as 
characteristic of rare earths, but a number of low lying simple 
2-e excited states are produced by the elevation of one 4f or 5p 
electron to higher orbitals like 5d, 6d and 68, 7s. 
Ta VX has been stuaied by Kaufman and Sugar, who published 
their detailed paper in 1975 after a brief reporting (1974); 
additional transitions were supplemented to it a year later 
(1976)« This work covers the wave->length range 95 - 2000 A and 
deals with the configurations 4f 5p 5d, 6s, 6p and 4f 5p 5d, 
6s, 6p, 6d and 78* Wyart et al (1981) established 26 levels 
of 4f 5p 5f by identifying 5d - 5f transitions from 335 to 
409 A, 
We have classified 6d - 7p transitions to determine 12 
levels of 4f*'*5p 7p (Table 6,1| Fig, 6,1)• Their position was 
56 
£ 
u 
'h 55 
UJ 
54I-
(7/2,3/2). 
(5/2,3/2) 
TaVl 
Af ^^ 5p^ 7p 
(5/2,1/2) 
(7/2,1/2) 
1 3 
Fig* 6#l Observed levels of 4f 7p configuration of Ta VI 
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guessed by extrapolating the quantum defects 6 of the corres-
ponding 6p levels with the help of S - variations observed in 
the case of 4f dp 5d» 6d and 68, 7s levels. These 6d-7p 
assignments could not be cross-checked because 5d-7p and 
6s->7p transitions fall at wave-lengths shorter than 500 A where 
the grating efficiency did not help us record lines of signi-
f^ant intensity* On the other hand» most of the Vs - 7p 
transitions are expected to occur at long«rwave-lengths than 
accessiole to us; we could» however» catch two of tnem at 2268 
and 22b9 % (Table 6.2) • 
All the good intensity lines of Ta VI classified by the 
abovennentioned authors that fall in our region of study* i.e. 
500 - 2450 A» occur on our plates. In addition to them, we 
are reporting in Table 6*2 some new 68 - 6p and 6p - 6d 
transitions also. 
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Kaufman V and Sugar J 1974 J jpt Soc Am 64 (10) 1370 
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Tabis 6.It Energy Levels of Ta VI 
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Configuration Term Energy (cm' ) 
4f^^5pSp (7/2,1/2) 
(5/2,1/2) 
(7/2,3/2) 
(5/2,3/2) 
3 
4 
3 
2 
5 
2 
3 
4 
1 
4 
2 
3 
544516.2 
544581.4 
551445.9 
551675.9 
551977.8 
552232.5 
552751.8 
553U70.I 
559255.5 
56CX;82.5 
560507.7 
560750.5 
11 
Table 6.2t 
Wavelength 
767,061 
773.050 
781,973 
785,967 
870,057 
880,059 
800,731 
899.028 
1000,2?5 
1042,466 
1042,539 
*1045,308 
1171,981 
*1190,840 
Classified 1 
Intensity 
1 
3 
3 
1 
4 
1 
4 
6 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
104 
Lines of Ta VI 
Transition 
4f^36p(7/2,l/2)3 -
6p(7/2,l/2)^ -
6p(7/2,3/2)3 -
6p(7/2,3/2)^ -
6p(5/2,1/2)3 -
6p(7/2.3/2)5 -
6p(5/2,1/2)5 -
6p(7/2,3/2)4 -
68(7/2,1/2)3 -
6p(5/2,3/2)j -
6p(5/2,3/2)2 -
6p(7/2,3/2)5 -
6p(5/2,3/2)j -
6»(7/2,1/2)3 -
4f^^6d(5/2,5/2)p 
6d(5/2,5/2)5 
75(5/2,1/2)2 
78(5/2,1/2)3 
7s(7/2,1/2)4 
6d(5/2,5/2)5 
6d(5/2,5/2)j 
6d(5/2,5/2)5 
6p(5/2,3/2)3 
6d(5/2,3/2)^ 
6d(5/2,3/2)3 
6d(7/2,3/2)3 
6d(7/2,5/2)j^  
6p(7/2,3/2)3 
73 
1198.935 
1207.555 
•1219.660 
1220.896 
1223.252 
1225.850 
1233.794 
1259.582 
*1504.800 
1621.606 
1627.975 
1639.313 
1652.370 
1678.645 
1704.339 
1711.444 
1714.199 
96 
16 
48 
4 
1 
3 
32 
1 
176 
6d 
16 
40 
158 
96 
40 
4 
32 
6p(5/2,3/2)^ -
6p(5/2,3/2)2 -
61(7/2,1/2)3 -
6p(5/2,3/2)3 "• 
6p(5/2,3/2)3 -
6p(5/2,3/2)2 -
6p(5/2,3/2)^ -
6p(5/2,3/2)3 -
68(7/2,1/2)^ . 
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)^ -
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)^ -
6d(7/2,5/2)^ 
6d(7/2,5/2)^ 
6p(5/2,l/2)2 
6d(7/2,5/2)3 
6d(7/2,5/2)^ 
6d(7/2,5/2)2 
6d(7/2,3/2)^ 
6d(7/2,3/2)^ 
6p(7/2,l/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
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1714.679 
1723.959 
1731.321 
1824.695 
1852.249 
1861.808 
1863.273 
1868.970 
1880.125 
1881.474 
1901.389 
1907.875 
1909.698 
1927.459 
1929.884 
1940.939 
1949.402 
3 
14 
152 
56 
88 
32 
144 
6 
32 
144 
16 
8 
8 
56 
72 
40 
88 
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)5 " 
6d(7/2,3/2)5 -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)5 " 
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)^ -
6d(7/2,3/2)^ -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)^ -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)4 -
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2,5/2)^ -
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7b(5/2,3/2)4 
7p(7/2,3/2)4 
7p(7/2,3/2)4 
7p(7/2,3/2)5 
7p(7/2,3/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)4 
7p(7/2,3/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,1/2)2 
7p(7/2,3/2)5 
7p(5/2,l /2)3 
7p(5/2,1/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)5 
7p(7/2,3/2)2 
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1955.042 
1967.251 
1970.569 
1970.782 
1973,368 
1974.407 
1979.802 
1993.780 
1997.559 
2013.924 
2016.195 
2020.034 
2025.583 
2114,210 
2144.509 
2145.198 
2156.471 
40 
6 
3 
24 
4 
8 
104 
16 
48 
64 
88 
6 
4 
104 
1 
32 
3 
6d(7/2,5/2)^ -
6ci(7/2,5/2)4 -
6d(7/2,5/2)g -
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
65(5/2,1/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)^ -
6d(7/2,5/2)5 -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(7/2,5/2)^ -
6d(7/2,5/2)3 -
6d(5/2,3/2)^ -
6d(5/2,3/2)^ -
6d(5/2^3/2)2 -
6d(5/2,3/2)2 -
7p(7/2,3/2)^ 
7p(7/2,3/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,1/2)2 
7p(7/2,3/2)3 
6p(7/2,1/2)3 
7p(5/2,1/2)3 
7p(7/2,3/2)2 
7p(7/2,3/2)2 
7p(7/2,3/2)5 
7p(5/2,1/2)2 
7p(5/2,1/2)2 
7p(5/2,1/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)4 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
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« * • 
2159.162 
2197.830 
2201.018 
2216.296 
2221.377 
2231.950 
2268.023 
2268.742 
2281.006 
2281.328 
2289.585 
2297.509 
2321.085 
2347.637 
2348.401 
2356.275 
3 
6 
6 
32 
48 
6 
6 
16 
32 
128 
16 
128 
4 
6 
8 
6d 
6d(7/2,3/2)5 -
6€l(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(7/2,3/2)3 -
6d(5/2.3/2)2 -
6d(7/2,3/2)^ -
6d(5/2,3/2)3 -
78(7/2,1/2)^ -
6d(5/2,5/2)2 -
6d(5/2,5/2)5 -
6d(5/2,5/2)2 -
78(7/2,1/2)3 -
6d(5/2,5/2)^ -
6d(5/2,5/2)^ -
6d(7/2.5/2)^ -
6d(5/2,5/2)2 -
6d(7/2.5/2)3 -
7p(7/2,l/2)^ 
7p(7/2,l/2)^ 
7^(7/2,1/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(7/2,l/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,3/2)2 
7p(5/2,3/2)j 
7p(5/2,3/2)3 
7p(7/2,l/2)3 
7p(5/2,3/2)^ 
7p(7/2,1/2)3 
77 
2357.6X4 
2366.439 
32 6d(5/2.5/2)4 -
6d(7/2,S/2)5 -
7p(5/2,3/2)4 
7p(7/2,l/2)4 
dt Diffuse lln« 
* Already classified as Ta VI 
•• Blsndsti with 2X0 IV 
«•• Blended with 3X0 V 
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The 4f and 5p configurations of Y v 
Nasrcen Ateqad and M S Z C'haghtai 
l'hy^ic^ Departtticnt. Alicarh Muslim L.iiivcrsit\. Aligarh-2(I2 1)01, InJi 
RcceiNcd l.'i /\UL:UM 1983 
Abstract. The transitions 4d—If and 4d--5p of >' \' are analysed tii determine all ilie -n 
lc\'els of 4p"* 4f, the 21 levels of 5p and the 7 levels of 4d configurations along will: three 
neu 5d levels. 
1. Introduction 
The spectrum of four times ionised yttrium atoms is known through the work of lidlen 
(1964) who predicted the correct value of the ground-state interval 4p~ ^P; :_, : anei 
of Reader and Epstein (1970. 1972) who analysed transitions from the configurations 
4s4p'', 4s"4p^4d and 5s to the ground configuration. Zahid-Ali el al (197,'^ l followed 
them reporting work on 5d, 6d and 6s. 7s levels. Of these configurations, knowledge 
of only 5s and 6s had been complete. 
2. Experimental details 
One of us has recorded new spectrograms of yttrium with the collaboration ol Dr .1 
O Ekberg at the Lund University's 3 m normal incidence spectrograph in 19^8. .A 
gold-coated grating was employed, illuminated by an open spark source operating at 
above 40 kV. The spark circuit included a fixed capacitance of order 0.5 juf and an 
inductance variable to the extent of several turns of copper wire, each contributing a 
few mH. A number of exposures were given with different exposure times. 
The spectrum came out to be \ery strong at short wa\elengths 256- A •- 901) A 
but the grating efficiency declined thereafter, so that the second plate placed to receive 
wavelengths 9 5 0 < A < 1 6 5 0 A exhibited higher spectral orders mostly; only a few 
unblended first-order lines were observed. A number of oxygen lines appeared as 
impurity on the spectrograms. They helped to confirm identification of the prev iovisU 
reported Y lines, used as references in establishing the line list. Dispersion of the lines 
on the spectrograms is of the order of 2.77 A mm ' and the accuracy of the wavelengths 
finally reported is better than ±0.0! A. 
A careful study of variation of line intensity with inductance in the discharge circuit 
led us to conclude that Y i\ lines arc markedly enhanced at 10 turns and those of 
\ \ I decline a little, while Y v remained constant for inductances of 0-10 turns if the 
exposure time was comparable. Thus, using the previous identifications reported on 
the yttrium spectra Y i\ by Epstein and Reader ( 1982). Y \'i by C'haghtai et al i 197(i) 
and Rahimuilah et al (1978), lines of Y \ were isolated from the other spectra. 
OO22-37OO/84/O91727 + O8S02.25 © 1984 The Institute of Physics I 7.^ 7 
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3. Analysis 
3.1. 4d-4f transitions 
As the transitions 4d-4f were expected to be entirely in our region of study, the analysis 
began with them. Experimental data exist in the isoelectronic sequence on the 4f 
levels of Br I reported by Tech (1963), K m by Minnhagen et al (1969), Sr iv by 
Persson (1978), Zr vi by Khan (1981) and Nb vii by Shujauddin (1982). Thus a close 
estimation of Y v values could be found by interpolation; observed levels are found 
to agree with these predictions. Care has also been taken to compare the wavelength 
and intensity of identified lines isoelectronically. 
The levels 4d4f ('D)^Hc,/2,ii/2 are not known in the sequence except in Sr iv. We 
have established them in Y v on a similar pattern of line intensities and position as in 
Sr IV. 
Table 1. New energy levels of Y v. 
Designation Energy (cm ) 
4s'4p''4d(-''P)''D7/2 
•*F 
"F 
"^7/2 F^ 
CDfGy. 
•'Gc/j 
F^ 
4s-4p-5p(Y)''Pv2 
4p 
"P 
**D,,2 
'D„2 
^P./2 
'-'3/2 
'-'1/2 
2P 
'-'5/2 
•^3/2 
'D3/2 
^1/2 
('D)Yv2 
'F7/2 
'D3/2 
'P3/2 
'D5/2 
p^ 
('S) = P,/2 
'P3/2 
4s-4p''4f('P)''F7/2 
4p 
* 9/2 4p 
"F 
'^3/2 
"0,1/2 
219096 
229 544 
232 903 
242 590 
250 238 
250 648 
265 935 
342 193 
342 876 
345 444 
346 599 
347 151 
353 258 
353 621 
355 076 
356 250 
357 299 
359919 
360 851 
362 008 
366 416 
368 510 
370 684 
374 278 
374 745 
378 250 
396 853 
398 296 
410 724 
410 877 
411 688 
413 258 
418 578 
Designation 
4s'4p''4f(-'P)-G^ ,2 
"D;,2 
'F,/2 
'F,.2 
*D,,2 
"D„.2 
p3,2 
"09/2 
"D,,2 
"G.,2 
"G„,2 
'G,;2 
^D.,2 
('D)^ H,/2 
"H,i/2 
'Dv2 
'Pl/2 
'P3/2 
'D3/2 
'F7/2 
;F,/2 
JG7/2 
'G9,2 
('S)'Fv2 
^F7/2 
4s-4p''5d('Pj''D7/2 
'-'5/2' 
"D3/2 
"F,/2 
'P5/2t 
'F5/2^ 
('D)'F,,2t 
Energy (cm ') 
418901 
419 292 
419 545 
420 051 
420 765 
425 387 
425 733 
426053 
426 337 
428 935 
429 466 
430 554 
431 405 
435 470 
435 948 
438 851 
439 758 
439 782 
440 769 
441 891 
443 631 
445 736 
447 355 
471 569 
472 149 
416 886 
416961 
418 741 
430 412 
432 728 
434 683 
446 757 
t Zahid-Ali's level value improved. 
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The 4p'*("^P)4f''F9/2 level appears to be slightly pushed upwards by the 
4s4p^(^P)4d ^Fg/a level, while the 4p'*('P)4f ^69/2 level is found slightly depressed from 
the expected position. 
In the course of this analysis, the seven 4p''4d levels of Y v, that were not known 
before, could also be made out. The set of 4d levels was then used to determine 5p 
levels (table 1). 
3.2. 4d-5p transitions 
These transitions lie at comparatively longer wavelengths (table 2) and are not as 
strong as 4d-4f. The 5p levels of Rb in have been reported by Reader and Epstein 
(1972) as well as by Hansen et al (1972), while those of Sr iv by Hansen and Persson 
(1976). For the other spectra of the sequence, the situation is the same as for 4f levels. 
The 5p levels of Y v which we are reporting here, agree nicely with those of the other 
members of the sequence, including Zr vi by Khan et al (1981). 
Some 5p-5d transitions were present on our plates; they are used to verify our 5p 
levels. This led us to report new levels of 5d and slightly improve four values reported 
earlier. 
Table 2. Classified lines of Y v. 
Wavelength (A) 
232.315 
246.140 
394.145 
395.043 
412.192 
435.637 
436.698 
438.906 
440.040 
440.623 
445.831 
448.830 
450.633 
451.458 
454.214 
459.097 
470.942 
471.413 
474.552 
475.025 
475.947 
478.478 
480.640 
480.965 
482.969 
484.503 
484.605 
485.325 
485.559 
486.327 
Intensity 
3 
3 
4 
21 
4 
3d 
3 
5 
14 
3 
2 
4 
4 
4d 
9 
4 
3d 
4 
3 
4 
2 
3d 
3 
21 
4d 
5 
14 
5 
3 
9 
Transition 
4p ' ^P3,,-5d 
4p"P, /2-5d 
4d{'P)''D5/2-4f 
( 'P) 'D5, , -
( 'P ) 'F„2-
( 'P) 'F, /2-
( 'P) 'F7, , -
{'P)'F,/2-
( 'P) 'F;/2-
CDfPy,-
('D)^D5/2-
cpyoy,-
CD)'Gy,-
('D)^G^,,-
('P)'F5/2-
( ' P ) % / 2 -
( ' P ) % / 2 -
('P)-D5/2-
( 'P) 'F, ,2-
('P)'D3/2-
('P)'D3/2-
('P)''F,,2-
('P)''F5/2-
('P)'D5,2-
('D)^P,;2-
('P)-F,/2-
('P)'D3;2-
('D)^P,;2-
('P)''F5/2-
0O)'^V2-
('P)'F5,2 
('P)^D3/2 
('S)^F7,2 
('S)^F5,2 
( 'S) 'F , , , 
( 'S)'F,,2 
('S)^F5/2 
('S)^F,/2 
(•S)^F5,2 
('S)^F5/2 
('S)^F,/2 
('D)^F,/2 
('S)=F„2 
( ' S ) % 2 
('S)^F5,2 
('D)^G,/2 
('D)^F,;2 
'P) 'G,/2 
('D)^Fv2 
{'P)'G7/2 
'P)'G5/2 
('D)^F,/2 
('D)^G7;2 
('P)''D,;2 
'D)^Dv2 
'D)^H,,/2 
'P) 'D,/2 
'D)^P,;2 
'D)'F5,2 
'S)^F,,2 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Wavelength (Al 
492,414 
496.141 
496.4M5-
497.210^-
497.437 
497.616 
.>(12.471 
.^ (12.920 
505.349 
505.968 
50S.3.S5 
509.794 
516.213 
516.986 
5 1 7.069 
517.403 
517.746 
518.472 
519.535 
520.007 
521.428 
521.825-^ 
522.857 
524.921 + 
525.420 
528.087 
529.006 
530.062 
530.448 
530.834 
532.008 
532.760 
534.285 
534.628 
.Vvyl 17 
535.906 
536.909 
537.201 
537.628 
538.859 
539.650 
539.843 
541.644 
542.211 
544.2(19 
544.814 
545.069 
545.988 
546.214 
548.329 
549.847 
Intensitv 
3d 
.s 
9 
9 
4 
3 
3 
6 
16 
1 
21 
9d 
5 
-> 
14 
9 
1 
3d 
14 
16 
16 
9 
14 
3d 
3 
3 
16 
23 
T 
28 
14 
2d 
1 
1 
14 
14 
5 
4 
2d 
7 
28 
28 
5 
4 
5 
3d 
16 
9 
") 
4 
4d 
Transition 
4d('"['I^ F, ,-41 
1 'Pl-'F, :-
('Pl^F. ,-
('Pl'D. :-
(•'Pi'F, :-
('P|-*D^  ;-
('Dl-P, ,-
('Dl-D, :-
('l)l'D,,;-
(••Pl^F- ;-
('1))-Ci7 :-
('Dl-P, ;-
l''P|-*F, :-
('Pl^F. ,-
('Dl-Ci- ,~ 
(•Pi'D, ;-
r?\^v, ;-
('PrF^ :-
(•'Pi^ F, ,-
("•Pl'D, :-
('P)-'D- ,-
CVi^V^ .-
('Pi^ P, ,-
(-Tl-'F\, :-
('P)"F., ,-
('Pl'F. ,-
('Dl-D, ,-
('Pl-F, ,-
('PrF- ;-
(•'Pl-'F, ,-
('Pi'F, :-
('Dl'P, .,-
('Pl-F^  :-
('P)-'P, .,-
('PrP, ,-
('Sl'D. :-
('P)^ F^  ,-
/ ('S)-D, ,-
I Cni-p, :-
('D)-G., ;-
('Dl-G- :-
(V)T< ,-
('D)'D, :-
C?r¥, 2-
('Dl'D. :-
('PrF, ,-
{-'Pl-F- :-
('Pl'F, :-
('Pl-'F, ,-
('Pl^ P, ,-
'D)-D, , 
'D)-P, : 
'D)-(i, , 
'P|-F< : 
•Dl-F, ; 
'Pl-F. , 
'D)-F, : 
'D)-P, , 
'D)'Ci, , 
•P)'Ci- -
•D|-C.„ : 
'D)-D, ; 
'P|-D, , 
'Pl^D, -
'D)-F, , 
'Pl-'F, ; 
'•P)'G>, ; 
'D)-H„ , 
Tl-*D. , 
'prp- , 
'PI-'F;, ; 
T)-*F-: ; 
'P)-*C1- , 
'P)"G, ; 
'P)-F, ; 
'P)-'G, : 
'P)-G„ , 
••PI^G,, : 
•Pl-'D, , 
"'Pl^G, : 
'DrP. ; 
'Pl-G, , 
Tl^D, ; 
'Pi-*D, , 
'P)^D, , 
'Pi'G, , 
'P)-D, : 
•PI^D, ; 
'Sl-F,., 
'•Pi-G„ -
'Sl'F,,, 
•PI^D, , 
'D)=H,, , 
'Dl-H., ; 
'Pl^Gj , 
•Pi-'D. : 
'P)^D7 , 
•Pl-D, , 
•Pl-'G,, , 
'Pl-D, , 
'Pl^D,,, 
Tl-F,,, 
•PI^D, : 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Wavelength (A) 
550.537t 
551.222 
551.489 
552.259 
553.196 
555.064 
555.567 
558.192+ 
559.336 
559.583t 
559.931 
560.304 
560.916 
561.863 
563.277 
567.184 
567.685 
568.298 
568.772 
568.997 
569.165 
569,532 + 
569.833 
571.312 
572.462 
573.075 
574.682 
577.880 
578.367 
582.466 
589.864 
592.958 
594.358 
594.747 
595.459 
600.908 
601.382 
607.469 
610.408 
612.893 + 
615.200 
615.842 
619.401 
622.533 
623.902 
624.732 
626.016 
627.340 
634.025 
634.357 
634.610 + 
635.563 
Intensity 
14 
16 
4 
4 
35 
3 
14 
4 
3 
9 
3 
9 
9 
7 
14 
9 
35 
3d 
3 
T 
"> 
5 
3 
14 
3 
4 
4 
4 
9 
4 
9 
1 
16 
3 
3 
3 
1 
21 
4 
8 
30 
21 
3 
2 
3d 
7 
9 
4 
9 
7 
4 
5 
1 ransition 
4d (•'?)"?,,, ,-4f 
(-'Pl^ F,,,-
('D)^ D,,,,-
('Dj'Pj,,-
(-'P)'*Pi.,-
('P)'Fv,-
('P)'F. ,-
(-P)''F, ,-
('D)^F„2-
('D)2D_,,2-
('D)^D, :-
{'DfCu>,-
('P)^.^-
r (-'P)'F, , -
\ ('D)-D. 2-
(-'P)^ F7,j-
('D)^ P,,,-
('D)'F, :-
('D)^G7,,-
l-'P)'F5,:-
('D)-G.,,,-
l'P)"'Fv:-
('D)^ G,,,-
(-'P)''F, ,-
('D)^P, ,-
('P)^ P, ,-
('P)''F, :-
r'Pl-'F. :-
l'D)'Ds :-
('D)'D, ,-
('D)^F, :-
(-'PI'F. ,-
('D)^G„ ,-
('P)^ F, ,-
('D)'G^ ,-
(WF, ,-
('D)'F, ,~ 
('D)-F- ,-
('D)-D, ,-
('D)¥, ,-
(' D)^F, ,-
('S)'D, ,-
l'D)-G7 2-
CDj'G, ,-
f'Pt'F. :-
('D)'G>, ,-
('S)'D,,,-
4d('P)''P, ,-5p 
('P)-'P, ;-
4d('S)-D, ,-4f 
('D)^ F. ,-
4d('D)^D, ,-5p 
('P)'D,,, 
('P)'D,,2 
('D)-G.,.. 
('P)-F,,, 
('P)^,^,, 
('Pl'D. 3 
('P)''D,,; 
(•'P)-D,,, 
('P)'GV , 
('P)''F. , 
('D)=Fv„ 
('P)'F,;, 
('P)-'D,,, 
('Pj-'G,^  
(-'P)-'F., . 
(V)V„ ; 
(-'P)"'D, 2 
(-'P)-G>,,, 
('P)''D,,2 
('D)-F7 2 
('P)"G,.2 
('P)'F7.2 
(•'P)-*D, , 
('P'^F, 2 
(•'P)-D,.., 
(-'P)Y,'2 
('PI^D, , 
('S)=F,\" 
('P)^F, 2 
("Pl-'F, 2 
(-P)-'D, 2 
('P)'Fv2 
('Dl-H., 2 
'Pl-F, 2 
(-'P)'Ci,"2 
('P)-'F^  , 
' p»^o, :2 
(-'PiY, 2 
('P)-'G,,"^ , 
('P)-Gr, , 
'P)"F. 2^  
('P)-'DT , 
'P)-D, 2 
'D)-F. , 
•'P)^F. 2" 
('P)''F„., 
'PlY, , 
'P)Y- 2 
'Dl-G,", 
'S)-P, , 
'S)-P| 2 
'D)-F. 2 
'P)-'D, , 
'S)'P, , 
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Table 2. (continued! 
Wavelength (A) 
637.5(19 
639.560 
641.416 
641.621 
646.132 
656.763 
656,872 
673.374 
677.7SS 
685.818 
687.224 
690.528 
690.635"^ 
691.880-^  
692.124 
695.903 
697.282 
705.290 
705.849 
711.416 
711.522 
721.638 
729.433 
732,420+ 
738.679 
744.919 
750.032 
755.277 
764.359 
767.283 
771.184 + 
777.198 
788.149 
793.217 
807.907 
809.686 
810.775 
813.830 
814.199 
815.854 
819.969 
821.028 
821.553 
823.984 
826.025 
836.485 
837.759 
847.202 
848.426 
851.819 
854.302 
858.082 
Intensity 
4 
9 
Id 
2d 
14 
3d 
21 
4d 
2d 
8 
4 
9 
3 
s 
7 
5 
1 
3 
2d 
1 
1 
1 
4 
16 
4 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2d 
2d 
3 
"> 
7 
16 
1 
9 
1 
7 
7 
2 
2d 
2 
2 
9 
1 
4 
4 
16 
9 
21 
14 
Transition 
4d('D)-F,,:-4f (-'P)-F7 . 
('D)=F. ;- ('P)-F, ; 
4di'DrD, ,-5p('S)^P, , 
{'P)*D^ ,- ('D)-P, ; 
4d('S)-D.,,,- 4f('Dl-D, 
4d('Pl-'D. ,-5p('D)-D, , 
I'Dl^P, :- ('S)'P, : 
4dl'D)-Fv.,-4f (•'P)-'F, : 
('Dl'F,,- r'Pi^F, : 
('D)-S, ,- l'D)-D, 2 
('P|-D..- ('DI-G7; 
('D)^ S,.,- ('D)-P, : 
I'Dl-S, _,- I'Dl-P, ; 
4d('D|-P, ;-5pl'D|-P, , 
4d('S)-D, :-4f ('P)'D, , 
('Pl-P, ;- ('Di'D, ; 
('Pl'D, :- l'Dl'D« : 
("P|-P, ;~ ('D)-D, ; 
('P)-D, ,- ('D)-F, , 
4d('DrP, ,-5p('D)-P, ; 
('•P)^ D, ,- ("P)"'S, : 
4d('P)-Ds ;-4f ('D)-IX 2 
I'PI-P, 2- I'DrP, 2 
4dl'Pl^F, 2-?pt'D)-I)^ : 
('P)-'Fi 2- ('D)'P, 2 
('PC'D, 2- ('P)''D, 2 
I'DI-D, 2- l'D|-P, 2 
4d('P)'P, 2-4f ('Pl-T,, 2 
4d('P)-'F,,2-5p('D)'l-, 2 
4d('P)-'D, 2-Mi^P}^G- 2 
4d('D|-P, 2-5p('D)-P, 2 
4d('P)=P,,2-4f ('P)'D, 2 
4d('D)'D. :-5p('D)'D. 2 
r'Pl^D, 2- ('P)"*?! ; 
( i'P)^D7 2- l'P)"'Ps 2 
\ ('Pl^D, 2- ('P)-*P, 2 
r'P)^D, 2- ('P)''P<2 
('PI-F5 2- I'Dl-D. 2 
('P|-*P,,2- I'Pl'S, 2 
J('D)-D. 2- ('D)-D, 2 
I r'P)-*D, 2- ('P)^ P, 2 
(•'Pi-'F,2- ('P)'n, 2 
(Ti^P, 2- ('P)-D, 2 
I'DrP, 2- ('D)-F< 2 
iTi-'P, 2- I'Pl'D, 2 
('D)-P, 2- I'Pl^ 'D, 2 
('Dl-D, 2- (-'P)'S, 2 
('D) = P, 2- I'Pl'P, 2 
4d('P|-D, 2-lf I'P)"!).'^  : 
4d('P)-'F, 2-5p('P)'P, 2 
('DrG„ 2- ('D)'F- 2 
('D)-P, 2- (-T)'S, 2 
(-P)-*F«2- ('P)'*n— 
("•Pl-'P, 2- I'Pi'D, 2 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Wavelength (A) 
860.300 
862.503 
864.982 
867.283 
869.447 
871.784 
875.304 
876.222 
884.662 
885.007 
895.76 li 
897.146 
900.130 
913.670 
919.053 
930.229 
932.579 
934.023 
941.599 
970.310 
971.658 
974.891 
978.306 
991.762 
1004.417 
1012.336 
1021.643 
1030.849 
1033.756 
1060.118 
1083.828 
1085.993 
1093.697 
1095.125 
1105.364 
1180.487 
1230.417 
1243.597 
1252.019 
1302.234 
1306.366+ 
1314.519 
1337.456 
1340.023 
1351.165 
1354.423 
1358.424 
1358.570 
1359.386 
1373.459+ 
Intensity 
14(1 
6 
14 
9 
9 
14 
9 
1 
5 
4 
8 
4 
9 
5 
6d 
5d 
1 
4d 
2d 
3 
2d 
1 
2d 
3d 
2d 
3d 
3 
2d 
2 
7 
1 
4 
Id 
2d 
3 
5 
28 
-1 
2d 
4 
7 
3 
4 
3 
5 
7d 
21 
2d 
3d 
14 
Transition 
4d('DW'P, ,-5p(-Y|-D, , 
(-P)-'F, :- (-Pl-'D, , 
f ('PI-'Pv:- (-'P)"'S, : 
\ {'S) = Di,:- ('S)'P,,2 
('Dj-^ Dv.- ('P)'Pv2 
(•P)'F,.,- ('D)'F.,2 
(•P)-F7 2- ('P)^ D, , 
('P)-'F, 2~ ('P)'D< , 
('P)-*P3 ;- (/'P)-P, 2 
r5p('P|-'D7.2-6s('D)-D5 2 
\4d('P)^ D,,,,-4f('P)-'F,, 2 
4d{'D)^D,,2-5p('P)-D3,, 
('D)^ P,,,2- ('P)'P32 
4d('P)-D5 2-4f('P)''F5 2 
4d('D)-F, ,-5p('D)'P, ; 
('P)-F. ;~ (-'Pj-D, , 
('Dj'F^,- ('D)-D, , 
f4d('D)^F5,2-5p('D)-D,,,, 
l4d(-'P)^ D3,,-4f(-'P)-F,., 
4d('P)''F3..,-5p(-'P)-*P, 2 
('D)'Gv;- (-'P)-*D, , 
('D)=D, 2- ('P)-D.,2 
(^ 'Pl'Pv.- (-WP,,2 
5p('P)'P,,,2-6s(-'P)-P,,.2 
4d('D)'F7,.2-5p('D)¥7,,2 
(-Y)^ F,/2- ('P)'Dv2 
('D)'P,,,,- (-'P)^ P, 2 
5p(-'P)^ D_v2-6s(-'P)^ P3 : 
r'Pj-D,;- CD)'D,,2 
4d('P)''P5 2-5p("'P)''P3 2 
('S)^ D,,,2- ('D)^ P,,, 
('D)'F,,,- (-'P)*S_,;2 
(•D)'DV2- ('P)"'P.,2 
5s(-'P)''P, ,-5p('S)-P, : 
(•P)-P, 2- ('S)-P, 2 
4f i'P)-'F, 2-6d(-'P)-F5 2 
(•P)'*F, 2- ('P)*P.v2 
5p('P)-P, 2-fts('P)-P3/2 
('P)'S, 2- ('P)'P3/2 
4f('P)''D3 2-6d('P)"'P,-2 
4d('S)-D. 2-^P('D)'F5/2 
5sr'P)''P, ;-5p('D)"P,,2 
5p('P)-*D, 2-5d(^ P)''F, 2 
(•P)-'P, 2- ('P)'*D, 2 
('Dj-D, 2- ('D)-F. 2 
r'P)-'P, 2- ('P)"*!^ , 2 
l'D) = l), 2- ('D)-D. 2 
('P)'*P, 2- ('Pi'D- 2 
/4d('S)-D, ;-5p('Pl-'D, 2 
l5pr'P)-D-, 2-5d('P)-F, 2 
4d('P)-P, 2-5p('D|-D, 2 
4f('P)^D, 2-6d('Pl'P, 2 
('P)-D, 2- ('P)-P3; 
5p('P)^S, 2-5d('P|-'P, 2 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Wavelength (A) 
1464^826 
1517.283 
1559.502 
1582.374 
1606.324 
Intensity 
4 
1 
3 
Id 
2d 
Transition 
5p( 'D) 'F, , -5dr 'Pi-F, _• 
4d(''S(-i:), , -5p( 'P l 'D, ; 
( 'D)-S, , - ('P)-'S, . 
5s('P)^P,,:-5pl'P|-*D, ; 
4f( 'D|-p„;-6d( 'P)^P, : 
" Also identified as Y i\ by Epstein and Reader I 14821. 
d: diffuse. 
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.\bstract. With the help of newly recorded spectrograms, the seven hitherto unknown le\els 
of the 4p"4d conhguration of Y vii and Mo .\ have been determined, and three previously 
reported level values of Y vii are improved upon. Eight new levels of 4s4p' of > vili are 
added to the only two of this configuration which were already known. This completes 
the structural knowledge of the four lower configurations of '\' vm, namely 4s"4p\ 4s4p'. 
4s"4p4d and 4s'4p5s. 
In this paper, we report new analyses of three spectra: the As i-like Y vii and Mo \ 
spectra and the Ge i-Hke Y viii spectrum. Rahimullah et al (1976, 1978) were the first 
to analyse the four spectra Y vii-Mo x of the As ( sequence. Their 1978 paper, dealing 
with the 4p'-4p'4d transitions, left seven 4d levels unknown; we have established them 
in Y VII and Mo x and revised three of their reported values in Y vii. 
in their above mentioned paper, Rahimullah et al had also reported two 4s4p" 
levels in each of the spectra Y viii-Mo xi, in addition to the ground 4p^ intervals and 
the levels of the excited configurations 4p4d and 4p5s. We have completely determined 
the structure of the 4s4p'' configuration of Y viii with the addition of the eight levels 
that were unknown up to now. 
2. Experimental details 
In an earlier paper Ateqad and Chaghtai (1984) gave details of the recording of the 
yttrium spectrograms and preparing the line list. We recapitulate briefly, matching to 
the description of the spectra reported herewith. 
The yttrium spectrum was recorded on the 3m normal incidence spectrograph of 
Lund University (Sweden) in 1978 with the collaboration of Dr J O Ekberg. An open 
park source operating at about 40 kV with 0.5 /-c F capacitance and a variable inductance 
each step of order mH) was used to illuminate a gold-coated grating. The inductance 
vas varied to slowly change the excitation condition, and a number of exposures were 
given suitably to record the faint and resolve the strong lines. 
The shortest wavelength we could record on the spectrogram lay qround 256 , \ : 
the grating eflSciency declined for A > 950 A. Lines of many oxygen spectra appeared 
as impurities; we used them as references. In our line list we admit an error of the 
order of 0.01 A. 
s 
w 
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Table 1. Observed energy levels of Y vii and Mo X. 
Configuration 
4s '4p '4d 
Designation 
( 'P) " F , , 
• • F , , . 
'F - , - . 
- F . - . 
^ D , , , 
-F , 
" I X , , 
"D- , 
' P , -
( ' D ) = G , , , 
Y VII 
265 209 
268 458 
273 699 
275 391 
277 399 
278 799 
283 568+ 
292412 
300 832+ 
303 908 + 
E ( c m - ' ) 
Mo X 
356 806 
360 77 i 
368 029 
369 830 
372 595 
375 345 
383 475+ 
395 762 
404 973 + 
408 837t 
+ Values of Rahimullah el al (1978) improved. 
+ Reproduced from Rahimullah ei al (1978). 
Table 2. Classified lines of Y vii. 
A (A) 
294.988 
296.951 
352.642 + 
358.136 
359.987 
360.485 
363.123 
364.022 
372.494 
373.221 + 
375.528 
377.055 
388.439 
390.946 
394.041 
395.759 
403.912 
405.112 
410.520 
412.649 
422.010 
426.837 
434.719 
438.399 
436.130 
Intensity 
3 
1 
28b 
7 
28 
4 
5 
4d 
14 
35 
7 
7 
7 
4 
14 
6 
7 
13 
21 
5 
7 
5 
3 
4 
21 
Classification 
4s^4p'"S, , - . -4s-4p=4d 
"s 
^S 
^ 3 , ; -
' D . , , , -
- D , , , -
' ' 3 / 2 -
^ 3 , . : -
-1X,3-
"•S,.:"-
' P , ; -
'^,n-
%:-
' D , , -
' D , , 3 -
- 0 , 3 -
' t ) s , 2 -
' D , , -
^ D , , ; . 
' D , : -
- D , : -
- P , / : -
' P 3 , : -
' P 3 , , 2 -
'P3 ;2 -
- P , - : -
' D r P , , _ , 
' O - D , , 
'PI ' D s , : 
' P I ' P 3 / 2 
' D ) - G , , 
'pr'D,; , 
' P i ' F . ; 
'PI =P_, , 
' P I ' F , , , 
' P l ' P ] 2 
' P ) ' ' D , , , 
'Pl"F_, ," 
' P ) ' ' 1 3 . , ; 
-P)-'D,,_, 
'PI 'F.-^  2 
' P ) ' F , , , 
-'P)-'F- , 
' P l ' F , 2 
' P l " F , , 
' P I ' F . , 
' P ) - 'D ,_ , 
' P I ' D , , 
' P I ' D , , , 
' P ) " D , , 
- ' P I ' F , , 
+ Also classified in Y vi by Rahimullah el al (1978). 
b: broad line, 
d: diffuse line. 
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The experimental details regarding the recording of molybdenum spectrograms and 
preparation of the line list are given in another paper from our laboratory (Tauheed 
and Chaghtai 1984). 
The intensity variation of each line was carefully studied as a function of total 
inductance in the spark circuit to separate the lines of different ionisation stages 
involved. Help was taken from the lines already classified in different known spectra 
and from the fact that the intensity of the lines of higher ionisations decline systemati-
cally as the circuit inductance is increased. 
3. Y vu and Mo x 
The structure of the ground configuration 4s"4p' of Y vii and Mo x is "'S,,,, 'D , , , 5 ,, 
"^ Pi/:,? 2 (in order of increasing energy) and that of the excited configuration 
4p'4d(-P) ' ' -YDP, ( ' D ) - G F D P S , ( ' S ) ' D . Only nineteen levels of these 4d excited terms 
were known until now, as transitions to the ground levels from the other seven, namely 
( ' P ) ' ' F , . 5 , . 7 2, " F J J ^ ;, " D I : , ? 2 (leaving •'F9 , which cannot combine to the ground 
levels) lay at wavelengths relatively longer than could be recorded with good efficiency 
on the grazing incidence spectrograph used for the earlier work. The high efficiency 
Table 3. Classified lines of No x. 
A (A) 
265.597 
267.085 
268.402 
270.41.1 
277.168 
277.593 
278.485 
280.269 
286.748 
289.255 
289.495 
291.576 
294.271 
299.122 
299.505 
300.746 
303.066 
307.467 
311.209 
315.162 
331.072 
331.683 
344.569 
349.426 
Intensity 
9db 
5d 
5d 
6 
10 
5 
7 
13 
4 
12 
15 
5 
3 
8 
10 
9 
16 
6 
5 
2 
6 
1 
5 
7 
Classification 
4s^4p' -P, , -4s-
'P, :-
'S, ,-
^S,,,-
'Sv; -
'D,,,-
'Pv2-
^S,.;-
'P.. :-
"D, ;-
= P,,:-
-D,,,-
= D„,-
'D< ;-
-D, ,-
-D, ;-
-D, ,-
-D,,,-
'D.,.^-
'P,--
-P, : -
'P, :-
"P, ,-
^P? 2-
•4p-4d('D|-D3 , 
(-Pl-D, ; 
('Pl^D, 2 
('P)-F,.; 
('P)-'Fs,2 
(•P)-*!)-,,,: 
('P)'D, , 
('P)'P, ; 
(-'Pl-P, : 
(-'P|-*D, : 
(-'PI-'P, ; 
(-'Pl-F.., 
('PI'F,,, 
('P)-F, , 
l-'Pl-'F,,: 
('Pl'F- , 
(-'P)"F, , 
('PI^F,.. 
('P)'F,,,; 
('Pl'D,,., 
(-'P)^ D, , 
('P)-'F, : 
(-'P)-'F,., 
('PlV, , 
b: broad line, 
d: diffuse line. 
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of the gold-coated grating used on the normal incidence spectrograph at Lund Univer-
sity furnished us with the required lines of sufficient intensity in the wavelength region 
260 < A < 950A to bridge this gap. The improved quality of lines led us also to improve 
a part of the previous analysis, modifying values of three already reported 4d levels 
of Y \ii , namely ('Pi'^D, ,, -p, , and ( ' D ) - G - .. In addition, five new lines in both Y 
\'ii and Mo \ are classified as transitions from previously known 4d levels. The ten 
level values (table 1) have been plotted isoelectronically against those of Zr viii 
(Chaghtai el al 1980) and Nb ix (Mushtaq and Chaghtai 1983) in figure 1. The 4p-4d 
transitions of Y vii and Mo x are listed in tables 2 and 3 respectively. 
Z=39 (.0 
f--26253 29069 32178 35671, 
•P)-P: 
29U 
27 H 
26 
Zr . i : : Nb: 
4 . Y V I I I 
Figure 1. Ihe 4s'4p^4d le\eK in the As l-like spectra ^' v i i - M o \ . ( i s the ( <., of the 
4s^4p" le\els. 
The ground configuration 4s'4p~ of Y \iii splits into five levels 'P,, 1.2. 'D, and 'S,,. The 
first excited configuration for higher members of the sequence is, 4s4p" with structure 
^S;, Di,2,i, 'Po.1.2' ' D > ' S | and 'P,. This is the order of occurrence of terms because 
the unsymmetric G'(4s,4p) integral is more dominant in this configuration than the 
symmetric F"(4p, 4p). Only the last two le\'els of this configuration were determined 
earlier by Rahimullah ei al { 1978), as transitions from the rest of them fall at wavelengths 
longer than those recorded earlier on the grazing incidence spectrograph. Now we 
ha\'e analysed the 4s-4p transitions in detail to establish all the ten 4s4p' levels of Y 
viii confirming the two levels reported earlier. Level values of 4s4p are assembled in 
table 4 and the 4s-4p transitions in table 5. 
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Table 4. Observed energy levels of Y viii. 
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Designation 
4s4p'' -'S, 
' D , 
^D, 
'D3 
•'Po 
^P, 
'P , 
'D, 
-'s,t 
'P,+ 
Energy (cm ') 
143 986 
185 958 
187 562 
191 117 
212 747 
213 645 
215 490 
239 458 
257 331 
275 381 
• Originally established by Rahimullah el at (1978). 
Table 5. Classified lines of Y viii. 
A (A) 
433.758 
446.624 
447.147 
461.680 
468.055 
485.944 
488.442 
490.577 
500.209 
503.660 
504.822 
533.154 
549.997 
559.733 
564.804 
569.626 
581.385 
635.156 
645.725t 
649.810 
776.552 
778.673 
906.524 
Intensity 
35 
21 
3d 
26 
14 
21 
35 
21 
26 
4 
14d 
28 
3d 
12 
5 
35 
3 
19 
3d 
2d 
2 
7 
3d 
Classification 
4s-4p--'P, -4s4p' 
'P , -
' D , -
' s „ -
'Po -
' D , -
'P . -
'P, -
' P 2 -
' s „ -
' P , -
' P o -
' ^ 2 -
'P, -
'P, -
'P2 -
' P ; -
' D , -
's„"-
' D ; -
'S,i -
'P , -
' D , -
'D2 
'D2 
's, 
'P) 
'P, 
'D; 
'P, 
• 'P,l 
' P , 
's, 
' p , 
'D, 
'P2 
'13, 
'D2 
'D , 
'D, 
' D , 
'P I 
'D, 
'D , 
'S : 
'S ; 
+ Blended with 3 x O v. 
d: diffuse line 
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